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Mrs. E. K. Leighton in a letter
written to members of her house
hold, tells the interesting story of
the disaster to the Manhattan
She writes:
“Saturday the sea was so rough,
but I was good enough sailor not
to mind. Sunday was a beautiful
day, i smooth sea, and the night
was as bright as day, with a full
inocn and starlit sky. Point Jdpiter ar.d Palm Beach beacon were
as 'plain as
n3se on your face.'
We should have been 1*4 to 2 miles
out, but were only 230 yards from
land Mr. Leighton was on deck,
and I was walking through the
f.mckir.g lounge, when I was sud
denly almost thrown off my feet.
I thought at first that the wind
had changed, when there came an
other lurch and a sickening thud
that made me stagger, and then I
knew what had happened.
“There was no panic, and the
stewards began to put ropes every
where.
Although the sea was
smooth, huge breakers kept rock
ing the boat, and made walking
very dangerous.
Many people
stayed up all night, but we de
cided to go to bed about mid
night, and so we got a few hours
sleep. We were not frightened,
for we knew there was no imme
diate danger.
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Miss Frances Johnson, daughter
of Mrs. Hilma Johnson, has been
chosen as the D.A.R. Good Citizen
ship Pilgrimage candidate at Thom
aston High School. She is a member
of the Senior class, and has been
prominent in basketball throughout
her school career, and is this year
captain of the girls’ team. She is
also editor-in-chief of the school
year book.

—Photo by Cullen.

will not get the ship off the sand
bar.
“No one knows what happened.
The captain is one of the older
ones, and soon to be retired. I
doubt if the truth will ever be
known. Of course, the word ‘sabo
tage’ went over the ship like wild
fire—another boat incapacitated. I
do know that you could hardly
find a petty officer who could
speak English. If that ship had
had an accident at sea, they never
would have saved a soul. I doubt
if they know how to lower a life
boat. They were two hours get
ting a gangplank off D deck to
land the passengers.’’

“Next morning, Monday, we were

surrounded by boats, large and
small. Coast Guard cutters, and
what not. No officer appeared to
tell us what was what, or to as
sure passengers that we were al
right.
“About 1.30 they began to take
people off in the small Coast Guai d
life boats, the passengers all with
life preservers on. The life boats
would go up on one of those huge
rollers and when it went down, you
wouldn't see it. We went on the
last load, and by that time it
wasn't very bad. After the ineffi
ciency cl the crew on the Manhatten, it was a joy to see the expertness of the Coast Ouard.
“We got to the hotel about 10
o clock Monday night, ar.d I didn't
have any luggage until Tuesday
night. It was taken off in small
boats just as it came along. Mr.
Leighton was fortunate enough to
get his shoe bag and case with his
night clothes. One man got a
hamper of champagne andi eve
ning clothes. Now we have every
thing but our ear, and we do not
know if we will ever get it, but
anyway, it will be several weeks.
The general opinion is that they
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FISHERMEN TO MEET

Elroy Johnson, who spoke to the
fishermen in Rockland recently, will
be at a meeting to be held in Friend
ship Thursday night, and in Vinal
haven Friday night . Ralph Sim
mons is chairman of the Friend
ship group. Ralph A. Barton Is ar
ranging the meeting at Vinalhaven,
and is planning a social and a bit of
refreshment after the meeting

Out Of State Cars
Illinois
Maine
Massachusetts
New Hampshire
New York
Ohio
Vermont
Wisconsin

ANNOUNCING

“STEAMBOAT LORE

OF THE PENOBSCOT"

I

An informal but authentic pictorial history
of Steam Navigation in Penobscot Waters, by
John M. Richardson
This profusely illustrated book will be pub
lished this fall, cost $3.00 to $3.50. All per
sons wishing copies can greatly aid the work
by notifying the author at The Courier-Gazette
office. No deposit required.

ELKS DINNER AND DANCE
JANUARY 22, NEXT WEDNESDAY, SEMI-FORMAL
DINNER WILL BE SERVED FROM 6.30 TO 8.30
DANCE 9.30 TO 1.00
TICKETS $1.00 EACH

Make Reservations by Tuesday to Mrs. Earl Barron, Tel. 835
7-9
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DR. NEIL A. FOGG

Will Resume His Surgical Practice
on

FEBRUARY 12, 1941.
155-20

Doings of Camden
Chamber of Commerce
Will Be On the Air
Thursday Night

Granges Install Jointly
North and South Warren
Induct Officers—Fortieth
Anniversary Observed

Issue

Volume 96.. .. .. .. .. .. . Number 9.

The Black Cat

Advertising rates based upon circulation anc very reasonable.
Goodwill Grange of South War
The Rockland Gazette was established in 1846. In 1874 the Courier
Word has been received from ren observed its 40th anniversary
was established and consolidated with the Gazette in 1882. The Free Press
Station
WLBZ, the Maine Broad Friday featuring a joint installa
was established in 1865 and in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune. These
casting
Co.,
Bangor, that members tion with White Oak prange
papers consolidated March 17, 1897.
North Warren. Silver istar cer
tificates were presented to two 25[EDITORIAL]
year members, Mr. and Mrs
Charles Maxey, andi an appropri
BEGINS THIRD TERM
ate program was given during the
With befitting ceremonies, in the presence of a wildly
lecturer s hour.
cheering throng of 100,000 persons, Franklin Delano Roose
Program numbers were “Remini
velt yesterday took oath of office as President of the United
States, reciting his lines with a clearness and accurany quite
censes of a Charter Member” by
becoming to a man who was performing that duty for a third
Mrs. Ann Bucklin, first Ceres of
time. Were it in the least bit material at this late day, it
Goodwill; reading of a history of
would be interesting to know how many of the 21,000.000 votes
Goodwill Grange by Miss Ella
cast by the opposition were actuated by objection to the
Simmons; neighborhood current
idea of any man serving a third term as President of the
events by Mrs. Lula Libby; music
United States. But that argument has passed into history.
by a five-piece orchestra; reading
The minority party even with the aid of Democrats and
of “Remembrances of the Years,’
Independents were not able to stem the precedent smashing
(By The Roving Reporter)
prepared and read by Mrs. Nettie
Third Term victory. T£e predominant sentiment was that it
Copeland, the first candidate to
would be unsafe to displace President Roosevelt in this
My request for information as to
sign the roll 40 years ago. and who
James E. Rhodes, 2d, writes from
latest crisis of our democratic nation. We have not altered
served as the secretary for 37 con the correct pronunciation of the Hartford, Conn.:
our views as to that proposition, but the day Roosevelt was
F. Ardine Rich German word Wilhelmshaven met
“I noted an item in The Black
Earle W. Hodges, speaker of na secutive years.
re-elected we promptly acquiesced to the will of the majority,
with
prompt
response.
Miss
Jose

ardson
of
Strong,
master
of
the
Cat
recently, saying that George W.
tionwide prominence who will ad
and President Roosevelt became the man to be loyally and
phine
Thorndike,
former
Rockland
Palmer
had a uniform worn by the
State
Grange,
present
as
install
dress the meeting.
unflinchingly supported. And that’s what we want to see done
ing officer and to make the certi teacher, who received her instruc Cobb Club. I wonder if the uniform
if it is the will of Congress his measures be adopted.
of their staff will be present at ficate presentations, gave an out tion in the German language from is not, in fact, one worn by the
We were particularly pleased Sunday when he admitted
two residents of that country, says Littlefield Club, in 1900. I was sec
the Camden Chamber of Com line of this year's work.
Wendell L. Willkie to a private conference on the eve of the
that it should be pronounced as if retary of both clubs, and I do not
Mr.
Richardson
was
assisted
in
merce second annual banquet and
latter's departure for Europe to study war conditions first hand.
spelled Vilhelms-hafen. From Rock remember that the Cobb Club had a
the
installation
ceremonies
by
Mrs
ladies’ night, Thursday at the Ma
It was no perfunctory meeting for the President took Mr.
sonic hall, Camden, and that this Richardson, Flora of the Maine port Gladys Helstad writes that the uniform. Tire Littlefield Club did;
Willkie very much into his confidence and explained in detail
station will broadcast from 8 to State Grange, who was marshal; word should be pronounced Vil- it was a khaki uniform such as was
this country’s attitude toward Great Britain and the world in
helms-ha-fen. In German W has worn by the Rough Riders, adopted
9 that evening the program at Miss Martha Whitehill of Thom
general. And if the press despatches are correct it was no
the sound of V and V the sound of because of the fact that Roosevelt
aston
and
Mrs.
Shirley
Bowley
of
the banquet hall.
ordinary letter of introduction which Wendell Willkie will take
Warren, as regalia and emblem F. Wilhelmshaven means Wilhelm’s was the candidate for Vice Presi
Edgar Welch, of WLBZ and the
from the President to the high British officials. We cannot
dent.. As I remember Irvin Hix
Harbor.
Maine Radio News Service, will bearers; Mrs. Olive Fales as pianimagine a more timely get-together than that represented by
was president of the Littlefield Club,
;
1st.
Vocal
selections
during
the
be the announcer and supervise
the meeting between the man who is President with the reins
"When I was in Germany in 1909" and Fred Wight was president of
j installation were sung by Miss
the broadcast from Camden.
firmly in hand, and the man who wanted to be President,
writes Dr J. A. Richan, ‘the natives the Cobb Club. If the Cobb Club
i
Eleanor
Fales,
Mrs.
Doris
Maxey,
A list of items four pages long,
but failing, wants to do his bit that world democracies may
pronounced it Vil-helms-hav-fen had a uniform that fact has escaped
to be attended to in connection Mrs. Mattie Kalloch and Mrs.
continue. Well done, President Roosevelt! Well done, Wen
emphasis
on the first and third syl me.”
with the banquet, was displayed Hazel Pease.
dell Willkie!
And I think Mr. Rhodes’ surmise
lables. Wilhelms street was pro
this past weekend by George W. i Officers of Goodwill, who were
must
be correct, for I also belonged
nounced Vil-helms-straw-see. When
Dyer, who with the other mem installed were: Master, Norman
TIME FOR A TRUCE
to
the
Cobb Club, and the only uni
I was visiting in Vollen a young man
bers of the banquet committee, Whitehill: overseer, Alvah Spear;
(Boston Herald)
form
I
ever wore was the blue and
by the name of Altholf used to drop
David Crockett, Henry Baldwin, lecturer, Roger Teague; steward,
gray
of
the Rockland baseball team.
Frank Barrett; assistant steward, in evenings and we would exchange
and George Thomas, is shaping up
It is perfectly obvious that strikes against the national
-- -O—
Edward Barrett; chaplain, Mrs. German and English phrases. He
defense cannot now be tolerated. The present emergency
a program of unusual interest and
Edith
Gillmor
of South Hiram
Edna McIntyre; treasurer, Jesse was a clerk in the British Consul at
demands a truce in the long conflict between labor and man
is reported to include some sur
sends
in
the
following
doggerel,
agement. The people well know that there is no monopoly of
Mills; secretary, Mrs. Mabel Mills; Pappenburg and had picked up a lot
prise
features.
which
she
says,
“
we
used
in our
righteousness on either side. Justice to that all-comprehen
of English from the crews of Eng
The climax of the program is gatekeeper, Howard Maxey; Ceres, lish steamers which came up there games:”
sive family known as the nation demands that neither shall
Mrs. Olive Whitehil; Pomona, Miss
insist on its alleged “rights” to the extent of shutting off pro
the speaker of the evening, Earle
“Eeny meeny dippery dig
Ella Simmons; Flora, Mrs. Made by canal miles from the ocean. One
duction. Just that is what has happened in several plants in
W. Hodges of New York, past
Delia dahlia dominig
line Wyllie; lady assistant steward, evening I recited a German phrase
Michigan, which have been manufacturing parts used by other
Hatcher patcher domie natcher
president
of
Lions
International,
concerns in the production of airplane motors.
Miss Joyce Whitehill; executive and he replied ’right you are.’ Said
Harm palm tusk,
formerSecretary of State in Arkan
What shall be done when such stoppages occur? The one
committee for three years, Oliver I ‘The proper English is, you are
Al a ca balla ca boo
sas,
and
Secretary
cf
the
Arkan

function of the national labor relations board is the hearing
right.’ ‘Oh, no,’ he said, ‘I hear the
Out
goes y-o-u."
Libby.
of complaints alleging definite violations of the Wagner act;
sas Press Association for 10 years,
sailors
say,
‘
right
you
are.
’
I
had
“
Eeny
meeny dippery dig
Officers
installed
for
White
Oak
it is not an agency for meditation or arbitration. Discontent
at present very active in civic
Delia dahlia dominig
Grange, with the exception of hard work to convince him that
in these industries arises mainly from causes not coming
work in New York. City in addition
Hatcher patcher domienatcher
within the purview of this board, but from disputes over wages.
steward, chaplain, treasurer, Flora, what he had heard was slang. When
to his work as Public Relations
Harm palm tusk
Settlements have usually followed Stoppages, but cessation
and member of the executive com I would ask him if he was giving me
Counsel. His subject will be “Bet
for a single day is now serious.
•
Alacaballaca boo
mittee,
were:
Master,
Willis real high class German his reply
' Has the government any recourse when labor insists on
Out
goes y-o-u.”
ter Community Co-operation Means
Moody; overseer, Ernest Campbell; invariably was, ‘The Keizer uses it.’
striking? Many AF.L. unions have chosen, much to their
a Better America ".
credit, an excellent method for mediation and arbitration of
lecturer, Mrs. MattHe Campbell; as So I think the pronunciation of
With a beautiful white front, he
The toastmaster, Kenneth Love
all clashes without stoppages. It may be significant that nearly
sistant steward, Virgil Hills; secre Wilhelmshaven must be right as I looked dolled up enough for a Kitty
joy of Orono, State Secretary of
all the troubles we read about originate with unions affiliated
tary, Mrs. Alma Jameson; gate have given it.”
Karnival, but that dash of tuxedo
with the C.I.O. They are enormously important, as these
the 4-H club in Maine is also a
But I have attained my point— white unfortunately disqualified
keeper,
William
Gracie;
Ceres,
unions tend to dominate the mass industries. Congress could
speaker of great magnetism.
Mrs. Sadie Moody; Pomona, Mrs. the word is not William-shaven, as “Spikey” for the Black Cat contest.
well consider the advisability of placing labor in the vital
munitions industries under such control as has worked well
Verna Wiley; lady assistant stew the radio broadcasters give it.
However, I daresay he still ranks
A CORRECTION
with railroad labor. This essentially is the plan of the A.F.L.
ard, Miss Marion Campbell.
No. 1 in the affections of his mis
Canobie Lake. N. H., Jan. 19.
What did we do in the last war? The labor unions as led
A small but distinct Maine back tress, Mrs. David Mann of Ash
Guests were present from Union,
by Samuel Gompers agreed to waive the strike during the war
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
ground
is provided for Representa Point, as well he may, for the 10Thomaston, Warren. Strong. Mar
and to adjust differences by arbitration. Then in early 1918 a
I wish to make a correction in
tive
Margaret
Chase Smith’s office year-old feline is certainly a beauty.
national war labor board was established, with William How
your account of the relatives of tne tinsville, East Warren and Wal in Washington, where two minia
ard Taft and Francis P Walsh as joint chairmen, to serve as
late Capt. Frank Carleton. Jessie doboro.
a supreme court in labor disputes. There were a few instances
One year ago: The Camden
Orchestra members were Lewis ture evergreen trees have been
Carleton Thayer was the mother of
in which labor refused to accept such decisions, but the Presi
planted
in
boxes
outside
her
office
Chamber
of Commerce held Its an
dent’s influence and public opinion obtained a return to pro
three children—Irene, Ralph W. and Tabbutt, gudtar; Albert Harjula, window. A person who loves the nual banquet with 154 present.
duction, or the government took over the plant.
Carleton Thayer. Ralph W. is mar banjo; William Johnson, drums; Pine Tree State that much is safe Frances Bate of Augusta was the
Then, to be sure, we were at war. In the absence of
ried and has two children—Mrs. Toivo Mahanen, violin; and Oliver to have in Washington representing speaker.—The Rotary Club held an
actual war today, it is desirable to avoid compulsion as far as
Ruth King and Ralph W„ Jr.—all Niemi, accordion.
possible. The mobilization of national opinion is the first
The history- of Goodwill Grange, the Second Maine District. May old fashioned town meeting.—
living in Bangor; also Carleton
recourse; then legislation, if necessary, and probably it will be.
her stay there be long to see the Austin Richardson was employed at
as set forth in the program by
Thayer of San Diego, Calif.
little trees become adult evergreens. the Biltmore Hotel in Miami.
three members proved eventful.
Mrs. Emma Wright.
that the shrimp are running along
Schools Of Shrimps
Mrs. Bucklin pointed out that of
many sections of the coast. He
secretary of Goodwill Grange in LINCOLNVILLE O.E.S.
The Grange is throwing its in the 26 charter members, nine are
said that those taken at New Har fluence into an attempt to expand living, and three have kept their Augusta 1901, following the resig
Beach Chapter OE8. of Lincoln
One Fisherman Took
bor 'were large and carried much the sugar beet industry of the coun membership, Mr. and Mrs. Buck nation of Mrs. Bradford, and ville has elected Edith Smith
250 Pounds Within a
spawn.
try and among its most conspicuous lin and Oliver B. Libby. Miss Ella served 37 years consecutively un worthy matron. Sister Smith is a
Few Hours
In the past few years large resolutions adopted at the recent Simmons mentioned that the num til her resignation in 1938.
former Rockland girl being a
ber 13 had figured prominently in
The hall from 1901 to 1906 was
Warden Fred Duplissy of New schools have not been found until National Grange session in Syra
member of Golden Rod Chapter
March so the run is apparently cuse, New York, was one which the Grange history, the charter located over the Counce and Jor
Harbor reported to the Depart
much earlier. The shrimp fishery called upon tlie Department of members numbering 13 men and dan store at South Warren, near O.E.S. until moving to Northport,
ment yesterday that large schools in 1940 was negligible but under Agriculture to permit American 13 women and that 13 candidates the site of the present hall. Both at which time she became affiliat
of shrimp had been located off,that present market conditions a good farmers to grow increased acreages enjoyed the first harvest supper the store and the Grange hall ed with Beach Chapter. The in
port and that several fishermen , price should be received providing of sugar beets and sugar cane so served by the organization; also burned in 1906 in which the stallation takes place Thursday
had made good catches. One boat the catch does not reach too large that the domestic sugar market that the mortgage papers taken Grange lost its dues bocks. Pains night at 8 o’clock. Past D. D. O.
can be more fully supplied by the out in 1907, were burned in 1913, takingly from her records, Mrs. Matron Sister Gertrude Boody of
manned by Capt. Elliot Gilbert proportions.
home grown product. Notwith when it was fully paid up.
Copeland restored the books lost, Golden Rod Chapter will install, as
Greenleaf
also
said
that
the
took 250 pounds in a few . hour's
standing that the sugar beet in
Of the 26 charter members, 11 and a new Grange hall was built sisted by Katherine Veazie as mar
i
coastal
scallop
catch
was
very
and received 10 cents a pound for
dustry has been rapidly expanding
shal, Mary Ames as chaplain and
them. Other boats are being out small due mostly to depletion of in many states, nevertheless more were members of the Libby family. in 1907 and dedicated in Septem Everett Bird as organist. Supper
—
'Henry
J.
Libby, Hiram B. Libby, ber of that year.
the
Penobscot
Bay
beds
as
the
refitted and Duplissy states that a
than two-thirds of the sugar used Mrs. Hattie M. Libby. Isaac Libby,
Four members of Goodwill at 6.30.
fair sized fleet will be in operation. ; suit of a cycle or some predatory
n
the
United
States
is
still
being
Mrs. Emily (Libby. Oliver Libby, Grange served In the first World
Commissioner Greenleaf said specimen that was killing off the imported. Pursuing its well-estab
A re-dedication of Odd Fellows
Mrs. Clara Libby. Thomas Libby, War, Lester French, Weston Petrie,
bi-valves.
that no other sections are report
lished policy of “the American Mrs. Jennie Libby, Mrs. Cora Libby, Alvah Spear and the late Ernest hall will take place Peb. 11. Four
ing schools, but is of the opinion
market for the American farmer,’’ Mrs. Edith Libby, Mrs. E. J. Brad Biarlow who lost his life while in are living who took part in the
, MOTOR BOAT OPERATORS
the Grange believes that every op
original ceremony. Heads of all
i 1. Persons must be 18 years of portunity should be given to the ford, Mrs. May Whitemore Libby, the service.
Ralph
Stevens,
Mansfield
Robin

Present membership of the the Odd Fellow branches will be
TOWN OF ST. GEORGE age or over in order to apply for a sugar beet and sugar cane growers
son,
Jason
Spear,
Ellis
Stahl.
Mrs.
The yearlv accounts of the Town , license as operator of motor boats.
Grange iS 157, 22 of that number | present.
of St. George for 1940-1941 will
of the Uhited States to supply the Sarah E. Stahl. Samuel Creighton, taken in since August.
close Feb. 3, 1941. All persons hav
2. An applicant for a license as sugar needed for home consump
ing Bills or unpaid Taxes for set
Miles B. Davis. Mrs. Maggie Davis,
Goodwill successfully completed
YOUR FAVORITE POEM
operator of motor boats must submit tion.
tlement are requested to present
A. B. Davis, Levi Bucklin, Mrs. LI projects for improvement last
them on or before Feb. 1st, 1941.
application Form 866-A, and be ex
If I had my life to live again I
Fred H. Smalley, Almond C. Hall,
Ann Bucklin, Mrs. Alice Morse, September, the list recommended would have made a rule to read some
amined orally concerning his char
Ralph L. Simmons, Selectmen of
poetry
and listen to some music at
Mrs. Wilbur Senter, Sr. of Bruns and Mrs. Molly Look Smith.
Town of St. George.
by the National Grange.
least once a week. The loss of these
acter
and
fitness,
before
receiving
Joseph T. Simmons, Collector and
wick is the guest of Mr. and Mrs.
tastes Is a loss of happiness.—Charles
The organization was instituted
Present at the anniversary were Darwin
a license.
Treasurer.
7-9
Wilbur Senter, Broadway.
on Jan. 17, 1901 by E. S. Stearns Mrs. Bucklin, the first Ceres, Oliver
3. An applicant must be exam
VIRTUE
of
Camden, Grange deputy, the B. Libby, the first overseer, Mrs.
ined as to his color sense, vision,
Sweet day, so cool, so calm, so bright.
first officers being; Master, Levi Nettie Copeland, the first candi The bridal of the earth and sky.
hearing and physical qualifications
ELECTRIC
HEATER
dew shall weep thy fall tonight.
PUBLIC
Bucklin;
overseer, Henry Libby; date to sign the roll, and two 40- The
before a license will be granted.
For thou must die.
lecturer, Mrs. Molly Look Smith; year members, Mr. and Mrs. Sweet rose, whose hue, angry and
4. An applicant who has oper
BEANO PARTY
WANTED
brave.
steward,
Ellis M. Stahl; assistant Charles Copeland.
ated a motor boat previous to April
Bids the rash gazer wipe his eye,
steward, Oliver Libby; chaplain,
Thy root Is ever in its grave,
25, 1941, may renew his license
St. Bernard’s Parish
And thou must die.
3000 Watt (110 Volt) Electric
Mrs. Jennie Libby; treasurer, E.
without any physical examination.
The meeting of the Rockland Ski Sweet Spring, full of sweet days and
BASEMENT
Heater Wanted At Once. Bowl
J.
Bradford;
gate-keeper,
Miles
Gull Club has been changed from
5. Old form of license may be
roses.
type not acceptable.
A box where sweets compacted lie.
Davis; Ceres, Mrs. Ann Bucklin; Wednesday night to Thursday I My
renewed
any
time
from
now
until
music shows ye have your closes.
Thursday, Jan. 23
Pomona. Mrs. Sarah Stahl; Flora, night Jan. 23, 7.30 p. m. at the Ski
And all must die.
April 25, 1941.
Please
Phone
770
8.00 o’clock
Mrs. Cora Libby; Lady assistant Gull’s meeting room over Crie's. Only a sweet and virtuous soul.
6. All operators of motor boats
Like reasoned timber, never gives;
EXCELLENT PRIZES
carrying passengers for hire must The Courier-Gazette steward, Mrs. Clara Libby; secre Movies on skiing will be shown and But though the whole world turn to
coal,
ADMISSION FREE
tary, Mrs. Emma Badford.
this meeting is open to all people
be in possession of a new form of
Then chiefly lives.
0-10 license on and after April 25, 1941.
Mrs. Nettie Copeland became who are interested in sluing.
—Oeorge Herbert ,

t
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With good courage we say, the
Lord Is my helper; I will not fear.
-Jleto. 13: 6.

Book Review
(By K. S. F.)

Sheridan of Drury Lane, author
Alice Glasgow. Publishers Fred
erick A. Stokes Company, New
York.
When Richard Brinsley Sheri
dan is spoken of, one's mind is im
mediately consumed with rem.’—ce
and the fragrant memories of Eng
lish gardens of legends clustered
abundantly about Bath and the
eighteenth century magniflclentes.
And then comes to clearer memory,
“The Rivals," and “The School for
Scandal,” Sheridan's contributions
which have lasted through the
years, and still delight audiences
of superlative understanding.
But more seriously should we re
member Sheridan in his firm stand
of sympathy for the American
colonies. And again for his mastery
of theatrical productions, and
greatest of all dramatists, as well
as delightful all around personality.
His close association with all the
worth while men of his time such
as David Garrick Johnson with
Tom Moore who loved him sincere
ly but wrote once after his death
"Godlike In Giving, But the Devil
to Pay."

Sheridan was from his youth
fighting debt—yet in another time
Tom Moore wrote: Orator, drama
tist, poet, satirist, wit, he ran
through each mode cf the Lyre,
and was master of all. What more
could one say of a friend who
knew this to be true.
Alice Glasgow has put rare
charm into the pages of this
story of a brilliant life. Her ex
quisite taste and perception de
velops one or the most fascinating
narratives of recent publications.
A slip-cover of artistic design
with a miniature painting of
Sheridan by Reynolds is the pub
lishers’ attractive style of make
up.
The 'book has a number of por
traits from old masters. The Rey
nolds St. Cecelia. Sheridan's wife
the beautiful 'Elizabeth Leuley, the
old engraving of Drury Lane
Theatre made in 1809 are all worthy
of note. Book covering antique
gray cloth.

Comique Theatre
The house of hits presents “Tin
Pan Alley, Wednesday, Thursday
and Friday. Alice Faye, Betty
Grable, John Payne and Jack Oakie
aided by the Nicholas Brothers, the
dancing sensations of “Down Ar
gentine Way." head the great fea
tured cast of top-notch entertain
ment-makers.
With some of
America's greatest song writers of
yesterday and today contributing
their best and biggest hits, “Tin
Pan Alley’’ surpasses by far any
musical since “Alexander’s Rag
time Band,” which swept the na
tion. “Tin Pan Alley” narrates the
experiences of two shoe-string song
publishers. Jack Oakie and John
Payne, whose songs achieve promi
nence after Alice Faye sings them.
Alice and John fall madly in love
but a split comes when he pays
more attention to his songs than
lovely Alice.
Marked by some
thrilling highlights the spectacle of
Alice Faye and Betty Grable doing
a torrid hula hula dance is really a
sight to behold. Another spectacu
lar scene is furnished by John
Payne in a prize fight with Jack
Roper, one of the victims of a fight
with Joe Louis, for the heavy weight
championship of the World.
Some of the song hits are your
old time favorites such as “You
Say the Sweetest Things Baby,”
K-K-K-K-Katy,"
“Good - bye
Broadway. Hello France,” ^Moon
light Bay” and many others.

Japan has ordered all automo
bile manufacturers of the country
to report their business plans for
the coming year.

(UNPAID BILLS?!
Pour them all
through this funnel

Ti&tmai FINANCE CO.
Room 201, Kresge
Btd<., 241 Walter StTel. 1155. August*.
Me.
Small Loan
Statute License No.
-is.
L Charges 5% •“
unpaid monthly ha lances up to
,1M; 2'..% monthly on balances
above..

High School News

FISHHAWK BOWLING TEAM

THE
GOOD OLD DAYS
OF

An Explorer Tells Strange
Stories About Mexico—
“Basketball” 4000
Years Ago
Because Vivian Falla has been
collecting pictures of foreign coun
tries for several years and had
several in her file of Mexico, about
which Jimmie Moore, noted ex
plorer, lectured at this school
Monday she has been able to write
this rather full account of his
travelogue, ‘’Ravelin gs from a
Mexican Zarape”:
A beautiful panorama of color
was spread across the screen Mon
day when Jimmy Moore briefly
traced the history of the civilzation o a exi J, a.d told ‘ bed time
ytories ’ r cu the human sacri
fices of the snc.er.t Mexican tribes,
whose names are unpronounceable.
The movie showed Interesting pic
tures of the ancient temples, gods,
and holy mountains, and of the
natives living in small grass huts,
cooking their chief food, “tortilla.”
and many of their implements
made from the cactus.
Basketball was a favorite sport
there 4.000 years ago, when the
team consisted of 100 men, the ball
was a large stone, and it was a
free-for-all game, with no rules.
The best seats in the huge sta
dium were at the ends, because
more players were injured there,
and the spectators seem to take a
strange satisfaction in the suffer
ings of others.
One of the most beautiful gar

dens in the world is the Floating
Garden of Xochlmllco. Huge bou
quets and beautiful corsages may
be bought for as little as two cents
there.
The pictures of a general fu
neral after an election were al
most unbelievable. At one of
these elections as many as 600
people are killed, and 400 wound
ed, and the dead are burled all at
one time, amid jazz played by a
band, and in a procession that
looks like a circus parade.
These people, however, do have
many beautiful buildings, particu
larly In Mexico City, where may
be seen the Cathedral of Sar.
Francisco, built by Cortez. This
cathedral is the third largest in
America. The world's largest pyra
mid is also in Mexico, the Temple
of the Sun. Perhaps that accounts
for the fact that Mexicans do not
seem to look ahead to the future
but are content to live in the past
with their temples, holy mountains,
and many gods.

Too Much Mistrust in
Landlord, Tenant Deals
As a rule there is no co-opera
tion between landlord and tenant.
There is too often mistrust and fric
tion, says a recent editorial in Real
Estate News, titled ’’The Landlord
and His Tenant.”
When lean years come the tenant
wants his lease modified and his
rent reduced. When abnormally
large business swells his profits he
chuckles gleefully, because he is
putting it over on the landlord.
This is not a healthy condition.
It gives rise to irritating differences
and antagonistic attitudes. The own
er is reluctant to make improve
ments, while the tenant refuses to
carry out his obligation, and, neces
sarily, the business of both suffer.
In many respects the owner and
his tenant are partners. One can
not exist without the other. Each
should profit during good times, and
neither should go broke during de
pressions. There is need, therefore,
for a better spirit of understanding
and mutual confidence between
these two interests.
Building good will Is as necessary
for the landlord as it is for the
merchant. The relationship of land
lord and tenant is a reciprocal one
and It is equally important that the
tenant should deal with his landlord
in the same spirit of fair dealing as
he would expect from the man to
whom he pays rent. He cannot make
unreasonable demands for conces
sions and rent reductions when busi
ness conditions become unfavorable
for him and then resist justifiable
rent increase* when his business
warrants it.

LOCAL BANDS
By
IREE MEMBER

The team which represents Feyler’s in the National League at the
Community Building Alleys. Left to right: Dolly Heaid, Robert Gregory,
Frank Hallowell, Charles Gross and Albert Henninger.

Lincoln ............................
Girls’ Division

Won Nine Straight

0

3

W.
L.
Lincoln
.............................
3
0
Stage All Set For Action
Camden ................. -...... 1
0
When Thomaston
Rockland ......................... 0
2
“Pekes” Meet Rockland Thomaston ...................... 0
2
Friday Night
Games this week—'Friday. Thom
Fans of Thomaston and the rest aston at (Rockland; Lincoln rt
Camden.
of Knox County are beginning to
show a great deal of interest in
the court activities of this years’
boys' team.
Winners of nine Rockland 39, Lincoln 31
Rockland High School boys scored
straight games the Pekes have
their eyes set on the small school a victory over Lincoln Academy bovs
tournament for the Western Divi Friday night, for the second time
sion of the State, which will be this season, the score ending 39 to
held in Portland or Lewiston, Feb. 31. The Rockland team managed
20. 21 and 22.
to hold a lead from the start, the
Tied for the leadership of the first period ending 11 to 7, and at
Knox-Lincoln League with Rock the half gain two more points. The
land, with two victories each, all third period saw Lincoln open up in
eyes will be on the Thomaston- a thrilling quarter, closing the mar
Rockland game to be played in gin 25 to 21, but was unable to keep
Rockland, Friday night. These up with Rockland’s pace.
two rivals of long standing are ex
Ames and Cates were high scorers
pected to put on a thriller.
for the winners, and McConchie and
Three Seniors, a Junior and a Boardman played a good game.
Sophomore make up this years’ Hatch and Trask were the high
starting five. In the forward posi scorers for Lincoln. The score:
tions are; Dicky Staples, a Junior, Rockland High (boys) 39
small but very fast; Maynard LinG.
F. Pts.
scott, 6’ 4” Senior, gives the Pekes Chaples. If ........... 0
2
2
plenty of height in the front line. Smith. If .:............. 0
0
0
Center is well taken care of by Butler, rf ............. 0
0
0
the veteran Howard Miller. Miller Ames, rf ............... 4
4
12
has held the pivot position for the Boardman, rf ...... 3
2
8
past three years. In the back Langdon, c ....... ..... 0
0
0
court, Captain Dana Sawyer and Small, c ................. Oil
Enos Verge, a hustling Sophomore, Cates, lg ............... 6
0
12
provides the best back court com McConchie, rg...... 2
0
4
bination since the days of the two
Arts—Upham and Johnson.
29
15
9
Following is a list of the games Lincoln Academy (boys) 31
and scores played by the Thomas
G.
F.
ton Pekes to date:
House, If ............ 1
1
T.HS. 26 Alumni
25 home Jones, rf ................. 2
0
THS. 43 Union High
15 away G. Collins, rf .......... 0
4
THS. 38 Union High
15 home Hatch, c ................. 1
7
TJT8. 27 Rockport High 11 home French, c ............ 0
0
T.HS. 21 Bowdoin Indies 16 home Trask, lg r........... 4
1
T.If S. 25 Castine Normal 15 away H Collins, rg ......... 0
2
THS. 36 Lincoln Acad.
34 away
T.HS. 32 Castine Normal 23 home
31
15
8
TUB. 41 Camden High 28 away
Referee, Wotton.
Games to be played:
Jan. 24—Rockland at Rockland.
Rockland High beys and girls will
Jan. 28—Camden at Thomaston. play against Thomaston teams Fri
Feb. 8—Lincoln at Thomaston; day night in Community Building.
Rockland at Thomaston*; Rock
port at Rockport*.
Gasoline for the average motor
’Dates unsettled.
vehicle cost $135.75 in 1939, of which
Knox-Lincoln League
41 percent was due to gasoline
Boys’ Division
taxes.
W.
L.
Rockland ........................ 2
0
No loss under high Heaven is
Thomaston .................... 2
0 comparable to the less of a worthy
Camden ......................... 0
1 friendship.

Basketball Battles

If every person who says “Amen'’
to the all too brief remarks madp
by Lie ‘Roving Repane ’’ about
the nerve wracking bedlam of
noise dished out over the radio in
the name of music his desk w’ould
be piled so high with said “Amens''
that he couldn't see ever the pile.
I am a very even tempered citi
zen but I admit a helpless rage
seizes me by the tonsils when I
tune in and a blast of Satanic
jumble of horrible noises greets my
sensitive ears. I know there are
millions of people, who do just what
I do—shut off the radio as quickly
as possible and let the band play
on, to an audience that has
vanished.
Swing? Demoralizing trash, that
is all it is. I tuned in recently and
heard the anouncer mumbling
(very loudly) against the back
ground of a horrible noise—it
sounded like a piano in great
ageny^-that a certain young man
was about to “swing” Shubert’s
Serenade. I happen to know the
young man. I had always respect
ed his ability and was curious to
learn whether the announcement
was a joke or not and so I listened
for some time. My respect for the
young man lessened with each
passing second and I was at last
forced to admit that he whom I
had believed to be a musician was
nothing but a piano player with a
depraved taste. No real musician
would so defile a musical classic.
I shut the horrible noises out and
sat down to my piano and played
this beautiful serenade lovingly, as
it should be played and and after
playing it until the “swing” horror
was completely obliterated from my
mind I felt better—but my heart
was sad.
I believe I will write at great
length on this subject sometime.
For the present f must be content
to draw a crude parallel picture
but one that may be easily under
stood.
A master architect designs a
beautiful building. A master build
er takes the blue print and fin
ishes the work. The result is per
fection.
Suppose some depraved men
tality conceives the notion that the
perfect structure needs to be
changed. With devilish delight he
proceeds to tear apart the perfect
structure. He adds horrible cu
bicles, refits the windows at a gro
tesque angle, changes the doors so
that they rest on one corner, tears
eff part of the shingles and covers
the horrible result with 20 differ
ent shades of paint! He has
desecrated art and beauty because
he has a depraved taste and all
lovers of beauty and perfection
turn their heads when they pass
the once beautiful structure—the
sight of beauty so defaced becomes
a horrible nightmare to the artistic
eye.
Well, that is just what the
swing fiends do to music. (Excuse,
I weep.)
• • • •
Ira
“Cuddy”
Curtis,
North
Haven, sends the following. (Thank
you, Ira.)—
“Iree Member; I would like to
add one mere name to your list of
members of the R. M B—that of
my father, the late Sullivan Curtis.

He began, at the age of II to play
in the Spruce Head band. R. G. In
graham leader. Later, around 1897
or 1898 until 1920 he played solo
cornet, baritone or alto with the
R.M.B. and with the exception of
a few years that he was empiloyed
elsewhere he was on the job, night
or day, anywhere. Saw’ the bear
go over the mountain on the way
to Rangeley. Also, though he was
never bothered with a ‘parched
throat,' he did assist the boys to
take TOO blue bottles from off the
old gray wall' on the way to and
from Vinalhaven.
“Li 1906. while working at Hall
Quarry he organized what was
known as The Curtis Band. Some
of the old players, George Blethen.
Johnny Burns and Herbert Kirk
patrick, were his helpers. I used to
practice with the R.M.B. and since
coming hare I played baritone with
the North Haven band and have
done a great deal of orchestra work
with my brother-in-law, Francis
Lipovsky who plays a mean fiddle.”
• S • •

A

“Sullie” Curtis was a fine player
and very reliable, too. He was one
of my many good band friends and
I surely appreciate his communica
tion.
Glad to hear from J. K. Damon,
dentist, saxophone player, uniform
buyer and farmer. A. Jay See has
a good memory and writes most in
terestingly of the old band days.
Roy Smith played baritone with the
R.M.B. and has not been mentioned

Our Grange Corner
Pleasant Valley Juvenile Grange
met Saturday ant’ the officers were
installed ty Mrs. Lydia Morse of
Nort.i Waldoboro, Juvenile Grange
Deputy. The following will serve
for the ensuing year: Master.
Robert Margeson; overseer. Mary
Farrand; lecturer, Elizabeth MacPhail: steward, Albert MacPhail.
Jr.; assistant steward, Elwyn Hick
man; chaplain, Dawn Low; trea
surer, Elinor Young; secretary,
Barbara Young; gatekeeper. Joan
Rackliffe; Ceres, Catherine Mac
Phail; Pomona. Rose Shadie;
Flora. Nancy Haskell and lady
before. Nice chap, nice player.
Wonder where he is now? Living
in Rockland? As time goes on I
am sure that scores of names not
as yet mentioned in the various
contributions will be remembered
and mentioned.
One thing more. The CourierGazette was for many years a wel
come visitor. While I was away
from my home town I missed out
on it but now that it is once more
coming to me I wish to remark that
I am on the list for as long as I
live. I have notified tiie editor to
that effect.
Three bucks for 150-odd issues of
thia
friendly,
up-to-the-minute
newspaper is dirt cheap. A lot for
a, little, says J.
(To be continued)

assistant steward, Barbara Bart
lett. Mrs. Florence Young was
installed as matron and Constance
MacPhail. assistant matron. Mrs.
Morse was highly commended for
her excellent work. She was very
ably assisted by Mrs. Etta Ander
sen as marshal with David Far
rand as emblem and' regalia bear
er. Refreshments were enjoyed.
This Juvenile Grange was or
ganized nearly four years ago and
its membership consists of boys
andi girls between the ages of five
and 14 years. There are now 54
members and under such capable
supervision wifi, probably increase
before another year. The next
meeting will be held Saturday Feb.
1 at 2 o'clock.
• • • *
The lecturer of Pleasant Valley
Grange offers the following pro
gram for tonight: Opening song.
Happy* Birthday; educational talk.
F. L 6- Morse; harmonica solo,
Joseph Hamlin; current events,
Elizabeth Passons; Grange news,
Raymond Andersen; solo, (Rev.
Kenneth Cassen; original poems,
Vallie Mac-Laughlin. (Refreshments
will be served including a birtllday
cake in celebration of birthdays of
members which occur in January.

Blood plasma is being flown
across the Atlantic to England by
clipper plane for the British sol
diers. This is only one of the more
unusual of air cagoes.
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Ralph Ulmer Camp
meet Wedne;
at the Legion hall. Supp
served by the comrades a
followed by the regular i
7.30. Bring prizes for

A meeting of Golden I
ter O.ES. will be he
night. The installatioi
for that night has been
due to Odd Fellows Hall
decorated. The date w
nounced.

VAC CAN
POUND

What is believed to be the oldest
bell in the United States calls stu
dents to class at McKendree col
lege, writes a Lebanon, Ill., United
Press correspondent in the Detroit
Free Press.
The bell, hanging in the college's
old chapel tower, was found in the
ruins of a deserted Indian mission
church in New Mexico by a band ol
Sante Fe traders and brought to St
Louis in the 1950s.
According to dates and names
molded on the bell it was cast in
Spain in file Eighth century and re
cast in the Fourteenth. Brought to
Florida in the Sixteenth century it
was removed once again to New
Mexico.
It is not definitely known what
caused the destruction of the mis
sion in whose ruins it was found,
but it is believed to have suffered
the fate of most Spanish outposts
in die general uprisings of the
Apaches about 1580.
In the fall of 1858. it was placed
on display at the Illinois state fair
at Centralia. When the fair closed
ft was bought for the newly built
McKendree college and placed in
the chapel tower.
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Tliis morning, but vith ti
of snow in the air mildc
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Rockport Farm Bureau
Thursday with Mrs. Aus
Grace street, instead of
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Jan 21-23—Lewiston Am
and Trade Show at the An
Jan. 23
Vinalhaven
1
comedy. “The Crosscup KIs
Church vestry.
Jan. 23 Annual banquet
den Chamber of Commerce
Hall.
Jan. 24 — South Thomas
Carnival and one-act (are*
hall, benefit Infantile Pnral
datlon Fund.
Jan. 28—Knox County Pi
provement Assn meets «•
City Building
Jan. 31-Warren - High I
11c speaking contest at T
Feb. 3—Travel Talk
Coast” by Mr- Pauline G
Rockland Universalis* *Jhj
Feb. 7—“Knox County O:
a full color motion plctur
by The Knox County Cm
at the Community Bulldlni
Feb 10 Klwan's Charter
Hotel Rockland
Feb 11—Celebration of Oi
25th anniversary
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Blrthdn
Feb. 12-13—Junior Class
Wild Night.”
Feb. 14 St. Valentine's 1
Feb. 14—Klppy Karnlval
land High School.
Feb 14-16 —Camden— O
Carnival.
Feb. 17-22—Community )
Feb 22—Washington's IV
Feb. 26—Ash Wedneadat
Kins.
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ahead one week becau.s(J
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will be heldi Feb. 1 At
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A zone meeting of thc
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Earle Hodges, past pri
Laona International, w.
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will include Internationa
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being conducted In
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“Overhead the flock was growing.’’

Read This Story in The Courier-Gazette
STARTING TODAY
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TALK OF THE TOWN

Jan. 21-23—Lewiston—Annual Farm
• nd Trade Show at the Armory.
Jan. 23
Vinalhaven - High School
comedy. "The Crosscup Kiss," at Union
Church vestry.
Jan. 23—Annual banquet of Cam
den Chamber of Commerce at Masanlc
Hall.
Jan. 24 — South Thomaston—Penny
Carnival and one-act farce at Orange
hall, benefit Infantile Paralysis Foun
elation. Fund.
Jan. 28 - Knox County Poultry Im
provement Assn meets at Rockland
City Building.
Jan. 31—Warren—High School pub
11c speaking contest at Town hall.
Feb. 3—Travel Talk on "Maine
Coast" by Mrs. Pauline G. Talbot at
Rockland Unlversallst Chjich.
Peb. 7—"Knox County On Parade”,
• full color motion picture presented
by The Knox County Camera Club
•t the Community Building.
Feb. 10- Klwanls Charter Night at
Hotel Rockland.
Feb 11—Celebration of Odd Fellows'
25th anniversary
Feb. 12—Lincoln's Birthday.
Feb. 12-13—Junior Class play, "One
Wild Night."
Feb. 14 St, Valentine’s Day.
Feb. 14— Klppy Karnlval at Rock
land High School.
Feb. 14*16 —Camden— Outing Club
Carnival.
Peb. 37-22—Community Food Fair.
Feb 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 26—Ash Wednesday: Lent be
gins.

The Weather

La .‘til a is being flown
Atlantic to England by
he for tlie British soi
ls only one of the more
air cagoes.
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1500 local Juvenile units.

Mr. and Mrs. Everett O* Philbrook of North Main street, Rockland,
who on Sunday celebrated their 57th wedding anniversary, having been
married Jan. 19, 1884.

The lime company leaded a barge
with flux -stone last week.
Dr. William Ellingwood has re
turned from Boston and is back j
in his office.

Only a few degrees above zero
this morning, but with the promise
Harry Gerrish has returned from
of snow in the air milder tempera
New York, where he was called
ture seemed assured. Too early
by the illness of his father.
to take off the outside windows
however and too early to decide
(By Oliver Hamlin)
Winslow Holbrook Post, A. L. will
which team will win the Knox and
have a supper and corporation
Department meeting at WaterLincoln basketball championship.
meeting Thursday, for members. ’ ville next Sunday afternoon. Twen} ty members of Huntley-Hill post
Miss Sylvia Laitinen is employed
A slight improvement this morn
in the office of County Attorney ing was reported in the condition ■ are planning to attend. There will
Stuart C. Burgess.
of Carleton E. Morse, a patient at oe a meeting of the Council of
Administration at 1 p. m and the
Knox Hospital.
The Knox County Camera Club
regular department meeting at 2
will meet tonight at its headquar
Capt. John Bernet, the popular p. m. All members who wish to at
ters on Broadway. All members Ward 2 alderman, wore a look of
tend meet at the VF.W. hall at 11
are urged to attend, this meeting special importance as he steered his
a. m.
is of utmost imporance.
course down town yesterday. And
Andrew Boynton and wife have
why not, it was his 78th birthday. returned to South Thomaston, after
Rockport Farm Bureau will meet
a business trip to Bath.
The Red Cross First Aid course
Thursday with Mrs. Austin Smith,
Mrs. Elizabeth Passon has been
Orace street, instead of with Mrs. will be held Wednesday at the same engaged to sell thg encampment
Walker in Rockport. The planning time in the N.Y.A. rooms instead of program for Huntley-Hill Post She
Thursday so Instructor Edwin
meeting will begin at 10 30.
has been authorized to collect all
Dodge may attend the Camden
1 money and issue all receipts.
Ralph Ulmer Camp and Aux Chamber of Commerce banquet.
There wi!l be an open meeting of
iliary will meet Wednesday night
the
Huntley-Hill Post and Auxiliary
Colby and Bates clash over the
at the Legion hall. Supper will be
Jan.
31. All veterans and their
served by the comrades at 6 o’clock air waves tomorrow night, inform wives and families are invited.
followed by the regular meeting at ally opening the debating season There will be able speakers and a
over WOSH at. 7.30. Gordon Rich
7.30. Bring prizes for beano. *
program of music and dancing that
ardson of this city will be one of
will be enjoyd by all. Comrade
A meeting of Golden Rod Chap the two speakers for the Water
Vernon Giles is chairman and
ter O.ES. will be held Friday ville College.
asks that alt veterans in Knox
night. The installation planned
County
attend.
Lunch will be
Tire men of the .parish will hold
for that night has been postponed,
served.
due to Odd Fellows Hall being re a beano party in the basement of
A bad case of flu has put
decorated. The date will be an St. Bernard's Church Thursday Commander Albert Brickley to bed
night at 8 o'clock, with David R.
nounced.
McCarty chairman. He will be as but at last report he was on the
Senior YP.C.U. members have sisted by Willis Anderson, Robert mend. All members of the Post,
Benjamin
Dowling, and Auxiliary hope for his speedy
just received word that the Central Chisholm,
recovery.
District "Shindig" has been set Charles Duff, Woodrow Anderson,
The next drill of the Home De
ahead one week, because of illness Paul Plourtl and Donald Chisholm. fense Corps will be tonight.
in all the local unions. The affair
Oliver R. Hamlin, member of the
BORN
will be held Feb. 1. Auburn will
National
Speakers Bureau, spoke at
At Rockland, Jan. 20. to
still be the host—the program will MrCummings
and Mrs. William E. Cummings, the installation of the Charles
remain the same.
a ton Richard Myron.
Stoddard At Knox Hospital, Jan. 18, Hughes ship.Navy Club at Bath
to Mr. and Mrs. Richard S. Stoddard, Sunday. His talk was the first line
A zone meeting of the Lions will a son—Frederick Eugene.
Chandler—At Rockland. Jan 18. to of defense of America
be held at the Thorndike Hotel Corp,
and Mrs. James H Chandler
Adjutant Edward J. Roark, of
Friday at 7 p. m — a stag affair (Evelyn Bragg), a son—Walden Clark.
South Thomaston, gave a most in
Earle Hodges, past president of
MARRIED
teresting talk at the last Post meet
Lions International, will be the
PosfBodman At Rockland, Jan 19, ing. Comrade Roark is an erator
Kenneth C Post and Barbara L Bod
principal speaker. Other guests man.
both of Rockland.—By Rev. Fr. and one of the outstanding work
will include International Dtrectoi John Cummings
Cushman-Spear—At Thomaston. Jan. ers of the post.
Fred H. Gabbi and District Gov 18. Shannon Lee Cushman of Port
and Miss Eva Ollley Spear of
ernor Bill Niehoff. "A rip-roaring Clyde
Thomaston By Rev. Donald F. Perron
program,” says Chairman Blake
Hillgrove-Callahan
At Rockland. With The Bowlers
Jan
18. Herbert J. Hillgrove and
Ann is.
Emma L. Callahan.—By Elder Ches
Seven pins separated the Rock
The popularity contest which is
being conducted in connection
with ticket sales of Community
Food Fair. Feb. 17-22. is getting
into its stride under the capable
direction of James Connellan, Mrs.
Beth Seavey and Sidney L. Cullen.
Several young women are already
entered and more are urgently de
sired. The official list will be an
nounced Thursday morning so
every girl and young woman wish
ing to enter should phone cr leave
her name at the Chamber of Com
merce, 860. by Wednesday night.
Generous prizes will be awarded
to the winner and the runners up
in the contest. Full details of the
contest will appear in a subsequent
Issue.

DIED
Bilker At Rockland. Jan. 19. F. John
Baker of Thomaston, aged 81 years. 9
months. 17 dajis. Funeral today at 2
o'clock from the Davis funeral chapel.
Interment In Thomaston cemetery.
Kelso—At Port Clyde. Jan 19. Addie
widow of Harry Kelso, aged 74 years.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o'clock from
the Port Clyde Baptist Church.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Frank H. Har
ris who passed away Jan. 22. 1939.
Miss Edith M. Harris. H Alvah Har
ris, Mrs. Norman B Simmons.
•

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Eimus A
Morse, who passed away Jan 21, 1938.
•adly misled by his loved ones.
Wife, Daughters and Son

CARI» OF THANKS
We wish to express our sincere
thanks to all our friends and neigh
bors for the many acts of kindness
shown us during our recent bereave
ment; also for the cards and the
beautiful flowers.
Mrs. Frank A. Crabtree. Albert W
Crabtree. Mrs. W B Arrington and
family. Raymond E. Crabtree and
family
Union.

Visit Lucien K. Green & Son'sA public beano party will be held
floor. 16 School street. Odd ,
second
at Orand Army hall Thursday at

AO
Z4C

PROGRAM
JED STATIONS

2 p. m. by Edwin Libby Relief Fellows Block, City, for Furs. Fur
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate ;
Corps.—adv.
prices.
9-tf i
For flying instruction see Charlie
Treat, 68 Grace St., Rockland.—
adv.
2-tf

SH)

LGE
BOT

33c

4 bars 15c
OCERS

Among the mest alert Grange
leaders of the present day is the
National Juvenile Superintendent,
Mrs. Margaret H. Caldwell of
North Carolina. For the past two
years Mrs. Caldwell has headed this
mportant branch of Grange work
and her influence has been far
eaching in stimulating greater op
portunities for the boys and girls
if the land who are enrolled in fully

&

I wish to state that Edgar Rob
bins is no longer in my employ
but I am still buying poultry and
shall be glad to continue business
Burdell's Dress Shop, just re
with my old and new customers.
ceived
w’hite dresses for lodge work.
Peter Edwaids, Tel. 806-J. -adv.
Misses
and women’s sizes.—adv.
9-11

X PKGS

With The Granges

A LONG WEDDED CAREER

ter B. Staples.

2ja°s17<
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Reward, Barbara BartFlorence Young was
matron and Constance
assistant matron. Mrs.
highly commended for
nt work. She was very
>d by Mrs. Etta Anderirshal with David Farnblem ar.d regalia bearjhments were enjoyed,
irenile Grange was orarly four years ago and
srship consists of boys
etween the ages of five
(ars. There are now 54
and under such capable
w’ill probably increase
tother year. The next
11 be held Saturday Feb.
lock.
• • • •
urer of Pleasant Valley
Ters the following pro
tonight: Opening song,
thday; educational talk,
Morse: harmonica solo,
amlin; current events,
Passons; Grange news,
Andersen; solo. 'Rev.
Ztessen; original poems,
■•Laughlin. Refreshments
zed including a birthday
ebration of birthdays of
hlch occur in January.

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME

118-118 LIMEROCK STREET
ROCKLAND, ME.

118-tf

Carr, ..

Dudley,
Racklfif,

96
76
81
101
109

104
95
126
102
87

93
103
88
95
117

104
105
127
91
124

96—493
97—476
88—510
119—508
M—528

463 514 496 551 491-2515
Bangor

Marsh,
Ginn,
Barnes,
Golightly,
Modeny,

92
86
91
93

86 113 99 103—490
87 105 103 102—483
103 100 95 98—487
121 131 90 97—532
87 105 96 111 117—516
449 502 545 498 514-2508

9 CLAREMONT ST.
TEL. M2
ROCKLAND. ME.
98-tf

112,000

than

Grange officers are obligated and
assume their positions of leadership.
• • • •
Here is one of the most import
ant declarations of the National
Grange at its recent Syracuse con
vention:—‘“'We oppose any trade
agreement with any foreign coun
try which has the most-favored-na
tion clause in it.”

x /

’/
/

Get a grip on 1941
before it gets the
“grippe* on you!
rZ. “ * ;..r * ••'■.I-

NEARING HER TEENS

(By Sidney L. Winslow)
(Second Installment)
—___ And those Saturday
evening readings at
Wilmot hall (weren’t
they instructive?)
You know they were
planned at just about
the time that Mr.
Wilmot brought home
the children’s libra
ry books (if you re

member when that
was) and were still
continued.
At one of these recitals we
listened in on Lulu Wilmot as she
read a fable entitled "The Snail
That Came From a Distinguished
Family,’’ the story being based on
the enlarged ego of a snail and the
inferiority complex of a worm. It
appears that the snail had snubbed
the poor little worm sump’n fierce
in the first chapter of the story,
but later on the worm turned into
a beautiful butterfly and Mr. Snail
was humbled, whereupon little
Willie Hardy jumped right up and
exclaimed, “Served the snail just
right!”
Minnie Allen was the next one
to read and the title of her story
was, "The Poppy and the Daisy.”
and it surely brought back old
memories, but the one I liked best
of all was Freddy Jones’ reading
which was called, "Of Course.”
You remember the story; it starts
in like this:
“Aiway off in a dark forest,
where wild beasts lived, and
where no man had ever been seen
by them, a Fox one day found a
man’s shoe on the ground. It is
very strange how it came there.”
Well, it was quite a discussion
that those birds and beasts had,
trying to decide what sort of a
contraption the shoe was. An old
bear sitting in on the conference
somehow got the idea it was the
shell of some sort of fruit and
bemoaned the fact that the meat
was all gone. For advancing such
an idea the poor old Bear was all
but boohed off the field by other
beasts and birds.
After jeering had somewhat
subsided the Wolf ventured a
guess that the thing was the paw
of some strange animal; this guess
caused some little consternation
in the assemblage and each mem
ber suddenly began to look appre
hensively about as if expecting the
beast to spring at them from out
the dark shadows of neighboring
trees, but as the strange animal
failed to materialize, things soon
returned to normalcy and the
meeting took up the original text.
Well, the Owl said he believed
the shoe was some kind of a nest
and gave his reasons for so think
ing, but his remark was met with
scornful derision; the Crow cawed,
the Duck quacked, the Turkey
gobbled, the Hen cackled, and the
whole gang stood right up and
hollered, "Old Goggle Eyes! Old
Goggle Eyes!"—and was the Owl’s
face red! (It was at this point that
the teacher generally smiled and
permitted the children to giggle).
Well anyway, the birds and
beasts all made a guess as to just
what they thought the shoe might
be, none of them guessing the
truth until a 'Pigedn showed up
and lit on the limb of a tree near
by and they asked his opinion and
he informed them that it was a
man s shoe. The Pigeon got al
most as much of a razzing as did

Games were played and refreshments served.
Front row,left to right.
Gertrude Robishaw. Beverly Merchant the hostess, June Barton. Second
row: Helen Fickett, Madeline Hoffses, Irene Anderson, Benedicta Anas
tasia, Alice Ingerson.

BARGAIN
PRICES

X RAY CLINIC
Bronchial and Chest conditions
arc especially welcome to this

Clinic.

A Free Fluoroscopic Examina
tion and Chiropractic Analysis

will be made.

X-rays, if

DR. DONALD E. HASKELL
CHIROPRACTOR
39 Union St.,
Rockland

There are many beautiful patterns, and some cost
69c per square yard

Bring Your Dimensions

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
315-323 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.

9*10

Buy that heavier underwear you

TOWN OF SOUTH THOMASTON

need now before an M. D. recom

A FULL TERM

mends it.
Get several pairs of these woolen

... of Wear in Those Sale Priced Shoes

hose before you sneeze yourself
into buying a hot water bottle.

For Women
LADY BOSS and
GALE LINE

makes friends the year ’round.

' In Suede
Prices Cut From

MACKINAWS

$6.95 to $4.95

$1.95 to $9.95

Prices Cut From

MUFFLERS

$6.00 to $4.95
ENNA JETTICKS
In Suedes
Prices Cut From

CLARK GABLE
HEDY LAMARR
in

WOOL SKATING SOCKS

$6.50 to $4.95
KALI-STEN-IKS

Reduced to 25c pair

$6.50 to $4.95

GREGORYS
TEL. 294
41C MAIN ST.. ROCKLAND, ME.

All persons having bills or unpaid taxes for the
years 1940-1941 are requested to present them
before the town books are closed on Feb. 3, 1941.
S. O. HURD, ALLARD S. PIERCE, FRANK R. MALONEY.
Selectmen.
RANDALL R. HOPKINS, Collector and Treasurer.
S. O. HURD, Chairman Board of Selectmen.

9-13

IN COAL

AIR-STEPS

$1.00, $1.50, $2.00

Coming: “Philadelphia Story,"
"Hudson's Bay.” “Flight Com
mand."

29c per square yard

For appointment phone 1355.

THURS.-FRI., JAN. 23-24

Metro-Goldwyn-Mayer
with
Oscar Homolka, Eve Arden
Felix Bressart, Sig Rumann
Vladmir Sokoloff

neces

We offer all Armstrong Felt Base and Congoleum
Remnants at this Amazingly Low Price—

sary, may be had at Clinic rates.

$4.40 to $1.98
WALK-OVERS

“Dr. Kildare’s Crisis”

Per Square Yard

Those suffering from Throat,

the sort of January prices that

LEW AYRES
ROBERT YOUNG
in

29c

Friday, Jan. 24

Shoes in Suede and Leather
Prices Cut From

LIONEL BARRYMORE

'

REMNANTS

to keep men well and warm at

TUES.-WED., JAN. 21-22

“

tioned and discipline tokeep them
frem spending their time when
on leave in cities or towns where
far greater evils exist which if in
dulged in would ruin them for
life I say beer is by far the less
evil.
We, as parents, teach our chil
dren the righteous way of life by
precept and example while under
the home roof. They start out
knowing right from wrong. Have
we the right to take away their
free moral agency which God has
given to all since the day of Adam?
Wc can only hope and pray that
they do not have to attend the
school of evil experience too long,
but be able to resist when tempted.
A Soldier’s Mother

the Bear, the animals even going over 30 of them are glass ones."
Another girl, Ida Jones, had a
so far as to threaten to tear him
100
brass ones that shone like
to pieces for telling such an
absurd yarn.
This, however, gold.
Ida wouldn’t part with one of
didn’t bother the Pigeon very
much, so he held his temper in the buttons only to exchange. Some
check and remarked, as he winged of the girls thought she was maen,
his way on his journey, “I pity you, but the book (Lippincott’s Fourth)
you poor things, but what I tell says that she was not mean, she
was only a sharp little tradeswoman
I you is true.”
After he had departed the Fox, who meant to get the value of her
after thinking a little, scratched wares.
After the bell rang Minnie found
his head and remarked, "Maybe he
that
she had a different seatmate
was right after all.” Most of the
this
term,
a new comer to Lavegathering agreed with the Fox and
the meeting adjourned as I, with i view, by the name of Mary Atkins.
Minnie, after giving Mary the
a sigh of contentment, turned the
Commercial night flying is prac
page in search of new, yet familiar once over, decided that she was tical^ unknown in Spain.
thrills. All but forgotten are some somewhat of a frump. Well—for
of the stories, yet they are still one reason the new comer didn't
redolent with a subtle charm that have long wavy hair like hers and
DANCING
bestirs and awakens the memory Lulu Wilmot's, it was cut short.
of joyous school hours. Among Another thing, her apron was not
Every Wed.
these stories is one entitled “The ruffled and she had the shortest
AT
button string of any girl in school,
Golden Button.”
GLEN
Now you know, at one time, it so Min decided that Mary would
COVE
became a fad with the girls in Mr. never, never do as a seat mate.
Agnew’s school to make collections
Music By
Pumping operations at the quarry
of the prettiest and most brilliant
HAL’S RHYTHMAIRES
buttons they could find. They at the head of Rankin street are
Ladies Free: Men 20c and tax
strung them together like beads going on steadily. The arrival of
Dancing 8.30 to 12.00
and “there was strife “among the a new derrick foretells activity
9Ttf
girls” to see who could make the there.
longest string. Minnie Allen ap
peared at school at the beginning
of the Fall term with a string of
65 buttons and thought she was
going to be high line but soon dis
covered that Lulu Wilmot had a
longer string.
“But”, said Lulu, "you ought to i
AT
see Kate Bartos, she has 154 and ,

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8.00
Mats.: Saturday 2.30; Sunday 3.00

Agrees With “Soldier’s
Wife’’ That Beer At Army
Posts Is Preferable

Rockland, Jan. 17
Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
In regard to the article “Beer at
Army Posts." by one who signs her
name “Soldier’s Wife,” may I say
I agree 100 percent with her as
I have a young son in Battery F
at Fort McKinley who is just be
ginning to face life, and its evils.
I knew as all Christian mothers
knew that alchohollc drinks in any
form are not good for anyone 'but
when our children or husbands
are volunteering, or being drafted
to protect America, whether it be
in tlie Army. Navy or other posts
of duty. If it needs the small
amount of beer which is alloted
Beverly Merchant, daughter of Mrs. Flora Merchant of Broad street.
cafh
at
Forts and other
celebrated her 12th birthday with a group of her friends Friday afternoon, j
wherever thev mav be sta-

WALDO THEATRE

Produced and distributed by

RUSSELL
FUNERAL HOME

year more

A Soldier’s Mother

Vinalhaven Man Reads
Lippincott’s Again, and
Lives Over the Old Days

We have a store full of things

‘COMRADE X’
Ambulance Service

• * ♦ ♦

Every

Rockland

McKinney
Roes,

rrt

Ambulance Service
TELEPHONES
S9® or 781-1 or 781-11

land team ,and the Bangor Rices at
the Star alleys Saturday night, and
it was the visitors who were in the
red. although they staged a big
rally in the last inning Golightly
had high string and high total. The
score:

During

the same period she has fulfilled
her duties as mother of a little
youngster and quite recently a sec
ond little lad has come into the
Caldwell home; therefore by ex
ample, as well as by precept, this
Juvenile Grange leader shows her
interest in the youth of the land,
and her desire to labor in their be
half is naturally very sincere.
• • • •
One of the most impressive
tributes that has been paid to the
Grange in a long time was con
tained in a recent address by Con
gressman Francis D. Culkin of Os
wego, New York, who made a vigor
ous radio broadcast devoted almost
entirely to the service to agricul
ture and the nation which the
Grange has rendered during its
nearly 75 years of continuous ex
istence. After describing the in
fluence it has exerted in behalf of
agriculture and rural interests as
a whole, especially its service to
wholesome home life and its prac
tical opportunities for farm youth,
Congressman Culkin made this im
pressive statement:—
There is no organization in the
United States that has played a
more important and vital part in
the upbuilding of the country than
the Grange. It has always held
firm to fundamentals in its consid
eration of the problems of agricul
ture and the welfare of the entire
country. Its membership of 800,000
real Americans are schooled in the
American way of thinking and be
lieve in agriculture as a way of
life, as well as a method of making
a living. The Grange believes in
the family-sized farm and in gain
ing for agriculture its fair share of
tlie national income. I know of no
national organization that has
done more than the Grange to make
our free institutions permanent.

The Fourth Reader

In Suedes
.Prices Cut From

Quality is the reason fewer tons

Order

D&H

of D&H Anthracite are re
quired to provide the healthful
heat your family needs. And,
naturally, the. less D&H
Anthracite you use, the lower

Great Reduction to Make Room for New Spring Line

Anthracite
your fuel bills.
CALL 487

M'LAIN SHOE STORE

M. B. & C. 0. PERRY
ROCKLAND ME.

432 MAIN STREET,

ROCKLAND, ME.
THE FAVORITE PENNSYLVANIA HARP COAL
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A “Gay Nineties” Party at Rockport
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VINALHAVEN

SENTER ss CRANE'S

ft ft ft ft

ft ft ft ft
MRS. OSCAR C. LARK

MRS. LOUISE MTLLJCR
Correspondent

I

Correspondent

ft ft ft ft
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Because of the epdemic of grippe
the program scheduled for Tues
day afternoon at the Woman’s Club
will be postponed.
A business
J meeting, however, will be held as
I usual.

By General ARED WHITE
iii«. wMiti

who

CHAPTER I

The erect middle-aged man In
blue business suit who came briskly
out of the White House paused re
luctantly before the inquisitive press
of correspondents.
“Anything new on our rearma
ment program, General?” one re
porter wanted to know.
Another asked, “Did the President
have anything to say about Mex
ico?”
General Hague, Chief of StafT of
the Army, had managed to dissipate
with a calm smile that gravity in
which he had emerged from confer
ence with the President.
"There is nothing to give out, gen
tlemen,” he said with quiet firm
ness, and strode to his military se
dan that was waiting in the drive
way.
The general’s car sped off to the
long, concrete Munitions Building on
Constitution Avenue that houses the
War Department. General Hague
hurried to his offices on the second
floor and instructed his aide-decamp to summon Colonel Flagwill.
In a few minutes Flagwill, acting
assistant chief of staff G-2, in
charge of military intelligence, re
ported in from another wing,
“Sit down, Flagwill,” the gen
eral invited. “The President has
just decided to go to the bottom of
this Mexican situation.”
Flagwill’s lean, aquiline face re
mained impassive except for a quick
gleam of fire in his piercing black
eyes.
“That’s good news, sir!” he ex
claimed; and added in a quiet voice:
“In that connection, my section has
just completed our final estimate
of the situation based on all present
available information. Would you
care to hear my report now?”
“Go ahead," Hague invited.
“I’ll be as brief as possible, sir.
Our best estimate is 200,000 Euro
pean regulars mobilized in Mexico.
That covers organized infantry di
visions, artillery, cavalry, tanks, air
corps, and technical groups trans
ported from Mediterranean ports
during the past six months, together
with some reservist infantry assem
bled from South American points.
To all outward appearances they
fully support the arguments of the
new Mexican dictatorship that, as a
part of the Mexican military forces,
these troops are not the concern of
the United States.”
I
General Hague's straight mouth
parted in a cynical smile.
“There Is the big rub, Flagwill.
The Mexican version has so ration
alized their European army that the
American public falls for the fiction
completely. It almost has our State
Department fooled, even when our
ambassador knows the real com
mander in Mexico is Van Hassek,
one of the smartest tacticians of
the old Imperial Army.”
“The subterfuge is obvious, sir,”
Flagwill averred. “My whole section
agrees that the United States faces
attack from Van Hassek’s army."
General Hague somberly nodded
bis head.
“I agree perfectly with your de

tuvici

The fire department was called
Monday morning to extinguish a
chimney fire at the brick school
| building.

a metallic click told him
his weapon was empty.

been following one of those slender
threads of investigation that were in
tended to connect local espionage ac
tivities with the Van Hassek army
in Mexico.
Important secrets had been stolen
from southern military headquarters
at the fort. Not least of these was
the secret tables of organization of
the proposed new American fighting
division. Gone, too, was the file copy
of army mobilization plans.
Benning’s suspicion had centered
promptly on a staff sergeant, Gaujos. Not by reason of any action
on the part of the sergeant, but be
cause of an eloquent intangible, the
palpable inconsistency of Gaujos’
background, personality, and intelli
gence with his present occupation.
Gaujos was a man of forty, a
Frenchman by birth, had served as
a combat pilot with the French air
corps during the World War. Three
years ago he had taken out papers
as an American citizen and enlisted
in the army.
At headquarters Gaujos’ superiors
swore by him. He was highly com
petent as an administrative clerk
having supervision over half a doz
en typists. To the casual observer
Gaujos might have appeared a sat
urnine, stolidly satisfied man who
had given up the struggle for higher
success and settled happily into his
present little groove. His face was
long, lean, and angular and with
small, level black eyes in which
there was no friendliness.
With Benning, it had been a mat
ter of baiting a trap. He had fabri
cated a secret report that American
reserves were being sent to the bor
der and had it placed, the night be
fore, where GaUjo.« would find it in
the course of his duty today. Now
Benning was waiting for Gaujos to
leave the fort when the headquar
ters crew knocked off work for the
day.
The suspected man took a bus into
San Antonio and had dinner at a
hotel. He engaged a taxicab and
headed south out of the city. It was
dusk when Gaujos left his taxicab
and proceeded down the road on foot
from a point south of the old county
poor farm. Benning parked his own
coupe by the roadside and held the
trail from a discreet distance. The
suspected masquerader turned sud
denly off the road into a field. Ben
ning recognized it as a field that did
service on occasion as an emergency
landing-place for student fliers from
Randolph Field. A fringe of willows
lay along the road, and through
these Gaujos plunged with the de
cisiveness of a man who knows
where he is going.
But Benning learned a few mo
ments later that Gaujos was not off
his guard. As the captain eased into
the willows, a stab of flame blinded
his eyes, the bark of a pistol clapped
his ears. He dove to the ground, his
right hand whipping his own service
pistol into play and sent a bullet
driving at the spot whence had come
the attack. Then he lay tensely wait
ing.
The grim silence that followed was

broken shortly by the kicking-over of
a propeller out in the field, followed
by the easy purr of a high-powered
engine tuning for a take-off.
As Benning leaped to his feet, his
eyes made out, in the vague light, a
figure zigzagging at high speed into
the field. Aiming carefully he sent
one bullet after another driving after
the fugitive until a metallic click
told him his weapon was empty.
The runner made the plane, vault
ed inside. Benning, now helpless
to act, saw the shadowy plane wad
dle down the stubble and roar into
the sky. In a twinkling it was swal
lowed up in the void of a Texas
twilight.
Benning swore under his breath
at his ill luck, returned to his coupe,
and drove to his hotel in San An
tonio. There was a burn at his neck
which told him of a close call with
death He examined it critically, de
cided it was not serious enough to
require an anti-tetanus treatment,
and called the corps area G-2 offi
cer, Lieutenant Colonel Bart, on the
telephone.
“Hard luck, sir,” he reported.
"But at least the experience con
firms a hot trail. No doubt Gaujos
was a more important agent than
we thought and it’s likely he has a
team in San Antonio.”
Bart replied crisply: “Meet me
immediately at Kelly Field, Ben
ning. Drive as fast as your fliv
ver will take you.”
When, fifteen minutes later, Ben
ning sped up to the gate at the fly
ing field, Lieutenant Colonel Bart
was waiting in a military sedan into
which he ushered the captain at
once.
“I've a fast plane waiting for you,
Benning,” Bart announced. “You're
to return immediately to Washing
Captain Allan Benning. in civilian ton—orders of the Chief of G-2.”
I clothes, sat waiting in a battered old
Be«ning felt tne rise of his pulse
coupe just outside Fort Sam Housas they drove down alon^ the row*
Gvn. Fqf two weeks past hy bad
ductions, Flagwill, and informed the
President pretty much to the same
effect today. He is very gravely con
cerned and wants the facts as quick
ly as possible. But what can the
President do unless Congress is con
vinced and facts are available for
the public?”
, "In the meantime. General, arei we to reinforce our border garri
sons for defense in event attack
i comes sooner than expected?”
The Chief of StafT groaned and
said: “The President doesn’t dare
order troop concentrations now,
Flagwill. Congress would probably
refuse him an appropriation for
transportation. He’d be accused of
saber-rattling.”
Flagwill mopped his brow and
said slowly: “I see it all, sir. Just
what’s our move, please?”
“To collect facts. Our ambassador
to France has something very secre' hatched up with the French se
cret service. A chance to slip one of
our officers into the Mexican serv
ice at Mexico City. Our first move
is to select our man and send him
to Paris to get his detailed instruc
tions. It’s very important that we
pick the right man for this, a man
with plenty of brains and backbone.
I rather had young Benning in
mind.”
“An excellent choice," Flagwill
promptly agreed. “But right now
I’ve got Captain Benning down in
San Antonio. Investigating another
apy mess at Eighth Corps Area
Headquarters.”
"Better bring him back to Wash
ington at once.” General Hague de
cided. “Instruct corps area to ship
him by fast plane. Benning must
sail from New York for France with
out delay. That’s all, Flagwill.”

Children.
Coats
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Mr. and Mrs. Ashley Walter. Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Greenlaw and
Mrs. Arthur Genthner attended
the installations of Goodwill and
White Oak Granges Friday in
South Warren.
The Lincoln County Democratic
Woman's Club will hold a benefit
card party Wednesday night in
Red Men s hall, Wiscasset. Tlie
proceeds will be donated to the in
fantile paralysis fund.
Mr. and M:.-. Guy Waltz have
returned from Waterville where
they were guests for several weeks
of their daughter Mrs. Orland
Simmons.
Miss Edna Young will be hostess
Thursday afternoon to the Baptist
Ladies Circle.
Mrs. Clarence Eugley entertained
the Mending Club Thursday night.
Those present were Mrs. Virgil
Wallace, Mrs. Harold Ralph, Mrs.
William Kennedy, Mrs. Clarence
Benner, Mrs. Henry Crowell, Miss
Minnie Riley, Mrs, Percy Moody,
and Mrs. Nellie Benner.
George M. Kuhn Is now a mem
ber of. the 240th ©oast Artillery
and is stationed at Ft. McKinley.
Richard Freeman of Boston,
spent the weekend with his mother
Mrs Grace Freeman.
Mrs. Arthur Payson was guest
Saturday of Mrs. Arthur Greenlaw.
Walter Calderwood of Union was
a business visitor in town Mon
day.

Improved Vision Shows
Better Safety Records
Business organizations throughout
the country are learning that high
er visual standards of workers re
sult in improved efficiency and bet
ter safety records, according to the
Better Vision institute. A company
using a large number of motor
trucks had 17 accidents during 114
years. One of its drivers was in
volved in three accidents during that
period. Then the company conduct
ed eye examinations of all drivers,
requiring man with visual defects
to have them corrected. During the
next year and one-half period acci
dents dropped down to only two.
The driver who had three accidents
during the first period was found in
the eye tests to have a serious de
fect in vision. This was corrected,
and during the second period he had
a perfect record with no accidents.
Another company which was
spending an average of $12.50 per
worker annually in medical atten
tion and compensation conducted a
visual survey of its workers. Defec
tive eyes were brought up to stand
ard and goggles were provided for
use in those tasks with unusual vis
ual hazards. The program was
backed up with a safety educational
campaign. Annual compensation
and medical costs have dropped to
$1.96 per worker.
A third company has reduced ac
cidents by two-thirds through eye
examinations, improved lighting,
painting of walls and machinery to
improve seeing conditions, and oth
er safety activities. Since the pro
gram was inaugurated no lost-time
accidents have occurred in the plant
in 1,100,000 consecutive man-hours
of employment.

Leaves Unique Will
A penniless French sailor who be
came the richest man in Louisiana
left a strange will—the setting aside
of $30,000—the income to be spent

each year to solve the financial dif
ficulties of young married couples
who wish to marry but are not able,
financially.
He is Julien Poydras, a bachelor
himself, who died about a century
ago. Because of his kindness, girls
of that area are assured dowries
from a fund left for just that pur
pose.
He was noted In Louisiana,for oth
er acts of philanthropies. The first
public school in Louisiana was erect
ed through his donation, while his
endowment staited the first charity
hospital. He also donated a huge
sum for the construction of the first
almshouse in the state.
of hangars to where a sleek new ob
servation plane waited with spinning
motors. A captain in flying togs was
standing under the fuselage of the
observation plane. Bart said to him:

“Wallin, this is your passenger for
Washington. You’re to deliver him
there in the shortest possible time.
That’s all. Captain!”
In the sky there was the first
rose glow of approaching sunrise
when Benning made out. through the
glass bottom of the plane, the wide
silver ribbon of the Potomac. In
the distance, Washington's Monu
ment stood sentinel over the sleep
ing capital, the large round domes
of Congress loomed up out of the
granite and marble huddle of govern
ment buildings. As the plane swung
down for a landing at Bolling Field,
he glimpsed the gray hulk that
houses the State Department and,
near-by, the trim outlines ot the
White House.

(Continued in Saturday's Issue)

Mr. and Mi> William Git
•who have been in town the
six weeks caring tor Mi Greg
mother Mrs. James Gregory
ing her illness returned Thu;
to North Haven.
Mrs. Her.ry Ancier.-. n arr!
Harold who hnvp been visiting
and Mrs. Arthur Arey rrtuij

Drastic Markdown on

Tel. 27

•Saturday io Worcester. Ma..1

Bru e Orindle returned Ft;
from Eoston

Capt. Byron MacDonald ha
turned from Milton. Mass, wi
hP nttended funeral servi.-es
W R Peabody, Captain Mari:
rid has sa.led Mr. Peabody’s y;
Magic for the past 14 years.
The Bridge Eight will meet V»
nesday night with Mrs. O V. H
at her home. Luncheon will
served.
Mrs. Fritz Anderson who
been guest of her mother. M:'lie Stinson returned Thur.s(!u\

We are overstocked

and Must Have the Room
Buy for Next Winter

And here we behold the class of 1895-6. Rockport High School. Top: Percy Keller, Walter Andrews. Wes
ton Hall. Second row: Frank Rokes, Charles Carver, Edw. Piper, Clifton I.ufkin. Thiid row: Alanson Gard
ner, Frank Ingraham. Fourth row: Calvin Brackett iprincipal), Mabel Pottle, Blanche Stetson, Grace
Banks, Kate Lane, Lillian Young, Adelaide Barton, Front row: Grace Barnes, Maggie Banks, Estelle Hewett.
Ethel Grant.
—Photo loaned by C. Clifton Lufkin.

ft ft ft ft
ALENA L STARRETT
Correspondent
ft ft ft ft

Tel. 40

Members of the Woman's Club
are reminded of the special meet
ing to be held Thursday at 2 o'clock
at the home of the president, Mrs.
Grace Simmons.
The Rug Club met Thursday at
the home of Mrs. Lula Libby.
Miss Lotte McLaughlin of Rock
land, formerly Church soloist and
concert artist in New York city, will
sing several selections Sunday
night at the Baptist Church.
Crescent Temple, PS., will meet
Friday. Supper committee will be
Mrs. Gertrude Weaver and Mrs.
Mary Reynolds.
Engagement Announced

Of interest to this section is the
announcement of the engagement
of Miss Katherine Holmes Humph
ries, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Aus
tin C. Humphries of Perry to D.
Richard Bucklin of South Warren,
and Eastport.
Miss Humphries is graduate of the
Shead Memorial High Schcol of
Eastport, and is completing her
third year at the Washington State
Normal School at Machias. For
two years she was teacher in the
schools of Perry. She is a member
of the Sigma Thi Tau Sorority.
Mr. Bucklin, the elder son of Mr
and Mrs. Walter Bucklin of South
Warren, is a graduate cf Thomas
ton High Schcol. He attended the
University of Maine for three years,
and was graduated from the Aero
nautical University of Chicago. He
received his flying instruction at
the Subuiban Flying Schools in
Glenview, just out of Chicago, and
at present is head of the Aeronau
tical Unit at Quoddy Village. He
is a member of the Phi Kappa
Sigma Fraternity.
No date has been set for the wed
ding.
Eastern Star Installation
Officers of Orient Chapter, O. E.
S. were installed Friday at a
semi-public installation by Mrs.
Gertrude Boody of Rockland, past
district deputy grand matron, as
sisted by Miss Katherine Veazie of

At the stated meeting of Naomi
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence PendleChapter. OE.S., Friday, the last ton were callers Sunday at the
meeting of the Worthy Matron home °f Mr. and Mrs Raymond
Simonton
Winifred Milne as presiding officer,
Mrs.
Donald Simonton was
she gave a farewell address, thank
awarded
a
turkey Friday at the le
ing her officers for their co-opera
gion
beano
party in Camden.
tion, and the members for their
Chesley
Cripps,
Kenneth Turner.
support during the past year, and
Howard
Simonton
and Donald
presented to each officer a gift of
appreciation. Belle Anderson, who Simonton have enrolled in the Bath
has substituted for 12 out of 20 Iron Works Welding School,
meetings, was also remembered
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Miller
After th» meeting a “crazy lunch" j are confined to their home with
was served and the remainder of the I grippe.
evening was spent in games and i The parm Bureau will have an
music.
au ^ay meetting Thursday. The
Herbert Hawkins, employed at the subject will be "Potatoes Many
Portsmouth Navy Yard, was home j Ways.” Mrs. Harold Buzzell and
for the weekend.
Mrs. Lawrence Miller are in charge
of
the dinner.
Masonic Installation
Eureka Lodge, F.A.M., held its Mi s. Henry Carver, Ralph Mor
installation Thursday with D.DG. ton. Joseph Morton and Robert
Master Louis A. Walker of Rock Marcello are out again after an at
land as installing officer. He was tack of the prevalent grippe.

Worceste’’, Mass.
Union Church choir met Tli

Bargain Prices

day with Mrs. Ambrose Pet'
nt- her home for rehearsal
get-to-gether. Luncheon was se
Tlie Winners 4-H Club will)
guests Wednesday night of P
ant River Grange, Mr Keni
Cook is leader and Mi
Littlefield, assistant leader
News has been received cl
arrival in Texas of Mr. and
Lyford Ross. James Ross
daughter Miss Elizabeth Ro

Regular
$5.95
COATS, sizes 3-6 .
5.95
COATS. sizes 812 *
9.50
COATS. sizes 3 6. .
COATS, sizes 716 • ••••••• 9.50
14.50
COATS, sizes 8-16

Refreshments were served after

Secretary of Senate.

3-T-15

Blaine. Jan. 16.

Editor cf The Courier-Gazette:—
In your issue of Jan. 11 you spok"
of the author not known of tne
poem “The New Leaf.” I am en
closing a poem by the same name.
If it is the one you have reference
to. the author is Rev. L. A. Eisenhuth. former motion picture or
ganist of Philadelphia, converted
musician, composer and radio star, I
graduate Royal Conservatory, Leip- j
sig. Germany. He also wrote and ,
compiled the music to the "King J
of Kings.”
He gave me a copy of his poem
"The New Leaf.” At that time he |
was in Punta Gorda. Fla.
THE NEW LEAF
He came to my de-k w,th quivering
lip
The lesson was done.
Dear teacher. “I want a new leaf.” he
said
I have spoiled this cne
I took the old leaf, stained and blotted.
And gave him a new one all unspotted.
And Into his sad eyes smiled
Do better now, my child.
I went to the throne with quivering
soul.
The old year was done.

Dear Father, hast Thou a new leaf
for me?
I have spoiled this one
He took the old leaf stained and
spotted.
And gave me a new one all unspotted
And Into my sad heart smiled
Do better now my child
—By Rev. L. A. Eisenhuth
Mrs. A. B. Annis.

SAVE!
TIME-MISTAKES-WORRY'
NEW ADDING MACHINES
Price $47.50. Capacity S9.000.00
Price $55.00.
”
99,000.00
Price $70.00.

” 9,999.000.00

ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER CO.

71 Park St. Rockland Tel. 297-W

Sale

$3.50
$3.50
$5.00
$5.00
$7.50

“The Crosseup Kiss”
The High School will prc.se ij
three-act comedy. "Tlie Cr<
Kiss’’ by Carl Webster Pu|
Thursday at 8 p. m . in the Ui
Church vestry.
The cast will lx* made up
Kenneth Andei on; Audrey Cooiij
Malcolm Whittington; Fred Si
man; Eleanor Hutchinson;
Bray; Murray Hopkins; Da
Duncan; Joseph Dyer; Betty I))
Helen Dyer; and Betty J. Brov.
The story of the play.’ a
moving comedy, consists of the
suits which come about wj
young Robert Ciosscup takes
his father’s candy business,
his father on tlie pension list,
attempts to enlarge the busid
by means of hi. newly acqul
modern business technique A
val candy company provides
many obstacles to his success i
in his attempts to overcome tJ
young Crosscup finds hini
forced to diminish his unwise p
for expansion in order to avi
company’s prestige, and. ineid
tally, the respect of his
friends.
Comedy and complications
added when Andy Jackson, Ct J
cup s star salesman, rushes Robd
stenographer, Margie Foster, m
whom Robert is in love. Cv
however, showing the character
tions of a Scattergood Ba;
steps into the tangle and straiJ
ens things out, at the same :
bringing about one of the nJ
interesting incidents oi the J
which concerns his two ambi
young granddaughters, Lolly
Lee.
Since this is the first play v I
had enabled the ccmbined drani
talent of the high KhOOi U
,
sented. it should1 oe of g:e.

In Everybody’s Column LOST AND FOUND
Advertloementa In tills column nch
to exceed three lines Inserted once to)
25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Ad
ditional lines five cents each for on«
I time. 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line

WANTED
SAWED, green, round, hard wood
wanted 6 to 10 Inches In diameter.
I TEI 1031 W._______________________ 9-tf

ELECTRIC heater wanted. 3000 watt.
I 110 volt. This does not mean a bowl
type heater
Phone, write Courler-

ably assisted by D.DG. Master Le
Gaze:te. 770.
man Oxton of Rockport. Past D.D O SOUTH THOMASTON
GOOD paying. Watkins Route with
tablished customers. Must have car
Master Clarence Leonard of Union.
The local committee for raising cand
good reputation
No Investment,
J
and Worshipful Master Martin j money for the Infantile Paralysis Write DEPT A. Box 367. Newark, N9*10
Graves of Aurora Lodge. Past Mas Foundation Fund met Thursday at
or Women wanted to take care
ter Lawrence Perry of Aurora the home of the chairman and of MEN
our customers for hardy New Eng
erown shrubs, roses, fruit and
Lodge, and Rev. Herman Winchen- made plans to hold a Penny Car land
mam ■ tai tnaa, etc., on a full or
baugh of Aurora Lodge of Rockland nival in the Grange hall Friday part-time basis Excellent pay week
ly
W; te OAKLAND NURSERIES.
These officers were installed: night.
__________ 9*It
In addition, a one-act Manche ter. Conn
Charles B. Rose, master; Harold farcP Will ^e presented with fine
FURNITURE wanted to upholster,
Dowling, senior warden; Willis Wil musical specialties. Mrs. Randall called for and delivered T. J. FI TIM
ING 19 Birch St., Tel. 212-W. 137*148-tf
sen. junior warden: Harlan Brag- Hopkins is chairman with these
den, treasurer; Granville N. Bach sub-committee heads: Entertain
elder. secretary; John Hawkins, ment, Mrs. Myrtle Makinen, Mrs. MISCELLANEOUS
chaplain; Alfred C. Hocking, mar Carolyn Davis and Mrs. Ruby
P _
shal; Henry Paterson and Henry Makinen; prizes, Mrs. J. T. Baum Iron. Vitamin BI. “Take
Ostrex Tonic
Tablets.
Get
Vim.
“
Introductory” size
Allen, senior and junior deacons; and Mrs. Edgar Ulmer; ice cream.
only 35c. Call, write C. H. MOOR & CO
Rcbert Marriott and Alvah Harris, Mrs. Clifford Dennison;*hcmema le and a!l other good drug stores.
3*11
senior and junior stewards; Herbert candy. Mrs. Harry Waterman;
YARNS for rugs and hand knitting.
Samples and knitting directions free.
Pierson, tyler.
grabs. Mrs. F. A. Ripley; grammar H A BARTLETT. Harmony. Me. 156-10
Music was furnished by Vinal's school ticket and tag sale. Miss
orchestra. After the installation, a Leinpi Makinen, Spruce Head
banquet followed, with music and, School< Miss Ethel Hoibrooki Bas. Eggs And Chicks
community singing.
sick District School and Georges
R I Red baby roosters for sale.
on Jan. 27 and 30. Feb.
River District, Mrs. Ellen Nelson; 2Available
and 9. 3c each at farm; also a lew
Lois Norwood; readings by Miss Primary School. Mrs. Arline Hop- i sexed
Barred Rock Pullets at low price.
H L. WATERMAN, Tel. 547-5. South
Ida Stevens; two violin selections kins. The cast of the farce is: Thomaston
.________________________ 8 * 10
by Albert Marsh and his pupils. | Myrtle Makinen, Ermine Tyler,
CLEMENTS Chicks—Are “tops" for
egg production and meat. Reds,
Alice M. Griffin, Lillian Durrell. , Annie Dennison, Carolyn Davis, heavy
Rocks. Clem-Cross baby pullets, cock
Lois Norwood. Faye Martin, and ; prances Norton, Helen Rackliff. erels Maine-U. 3. Pullorum Clean.
on years of finest breeding. Pul
Willis Berry; a piano duet by Ruby Makinen and Naomi Ulmer. Ba=ed
let chicks In all breeds. Free catalogue
tells all. Write today.
CLEMENTS
Richard and Joyce Butler; a pi
BROTHERS FARMS Rt. 33. Winter
ano solo by Richard Butler; vocal poet NAMED AND WORK GIVEN port. Me
MAINE U. S approved Pullorum
solos by Robert Wyllie.
clean R IR. chicks. Parmenter Strain
Reader in Blaine Supplies
Accompanists were Mrs. Avis
Sexed Pullets and roosters, heavy layers.
CLARENCE ROLLINS, Hallowell, Me.
/Author of “The New Leaf"—
Norwood, Mrs. Mildred Berry, and
2*10
The
Poem
In
Full
Miss Virginia Wyllie.
R. I. Red chicks for sale, hatched

Rockland, as marshal; Mrs. Willis the installation, which was attend
Vinal as chaplain; and Mrs. Avis ed by 125 guests and members.
Norwood as organist.
Installed were: Worthy matron.
Tobacco was grown on 5,026 farms
Mrs. Edna White; worthy patron, in Cuba last year, an increase over
Albert White; associate matron, 1939.
Mrs. Helen Maxey;
associate
patron. George W. Walker; secre
STATE OF MAINE
Jan. 1. 1941
tary, Mrs. Laura Starrett; trea
ORDERED, the House concurring,
surer, Miss Tena McCallum; con that no bill for private or special leg
islation be receved by this legislature
ductress, Mrs. Mildred Gammon; after four o'clock In the afternoon of
Thursday. January 30, 1941. except by
associate conductress. Miss Hilda unanimous
consent In the body In
Aspey; chaplain, Miss M. Grace which it Is Introduced, and further
That any bill for private or special
Walker; marshal. Mrs. Lina Smith; legislation
which shall be received In
body of this legislature by
organist, Mrs. Grace Campbell; either
unanimous consent after four o'clock
Adah, Mrs. Carrie Smith; Ruth. In the afternoon on Thursday, Janu
30. 1941. shall be referred to the
Mrs. Alzada Simmons; Esther, ary
Ninety-first Legislature, If unanimous
for its reception Is not given
Miss Evelyn Sawyer; Martha. Mrs. consent
In the other body In concurrence, and
further
Emma Norwood; Electa. Mrs. Beu- J
That the Secretary of the Senate
lah Lord; warder, Mrs. Jessie cause
a copy of the above orders to be
published In all the dally and weekly
Walker; sentinel. J O. Jameson.
papers of the State, commencing Janu
Mrs. White, the newly installed ary 8. 1941. and continuing up to and
30. 1941. (S. P. 7)
matron, in behalf of the Chapter, including January
STATE OF MAINE
presented to the retiring matron.
Jan. 1. 1941
ORDERED, the House concurring,
Mrs. Lina Smith, the gift of a star that
no bill or resolve be received by
legislature after four o'clock on
emblem ring, with Mr. White, the this
the afternoon of Thursday. February
new worthy patron, repeating the 6. 1941. except by unanimous consent
the body in which It is introduced,
action, with William H. Robinson, in
and further
ORDERED, that any bill or resolve
the retiring patron.
which shall be received tn either body
Mrs. White also made the gift of this legislature by unanimous con
after four o'clock In the after
presentation from the Chapter, to sent
noon on Thursday. February 6. 1941.
Mrs. Boody, the installing officer, shall be referred to the Ninety-first
Legislature if unanimous consent for
as a token of appreciation for her Its reception is not given in the other
body
in concurrence.
These orders
services. Mrs. Smith, retiring ma shall not
apply to bills reported by
tron, made a personal gift to Miss any Joint standing oi Joint select
committee, in the regular course of
Veazie, marshal for the installa business, nor to such bills and re
as are Intended only to facili
tion ceremonies. As Mrs. Smith solves
tate the business of the Ninetieth
gracefully took leave of her officers Legislature; and be it further
ORDERED, that the Secretary of
of 1940, she presented to each a the Senate cause a copiy of the above I
to be published in all the daily '
dainty gift of a comb case, with orders
and weekly papers of the State, com
mencing January 8. 1941. and continu
star emblem.
up to and including February 6.
The ceremonies were inter ing
1941 (S. P 13)
A
true
spersed with these program num ATTESTcopy
ROYDEN V. BROWN.
bers, arranged by the incoming
officers: Vocal duet by Mary and

at these

SIMONTON

TENANT’S HARBOR

WARREN

$

from 2-year-old hens; also day-old
roosters 2c each
W. H TOLMAN.
Waldoboro, Tel. 153
156-tf

NOTICE -Is hereby given of the loss
of deposit book numbered 2017 and
the owner of said book asks for dupll
cate In accordance with tlie provision
of the state Law SECURITY TRUST
CO.. Vinalhaven Branch. Jan. 14. 1941
6 Tu-12

TO LET
FURNISHED house to let, 4 rooms,
bath, pantry, sun porch, furnace, elec
trie refrigerator, range, washing ma
chine. etc DELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant
St.__________________________________ 9-tf
FOUR»-room furnished apartment to
let. Inquire MRS. E H ROSE. 109
Union St_______ ______ ______
9 tf
SIX-room house to let at 34 Orange
St JOSEPH ADAMS, Te' 769-J.
9*11
5-ROOM tenement with bath to let.
| Newly renovated Opposite Maine Cen
tral Station. Rent reasonable. Inquire
M. ARMATA. The Men's Shop, Main
ft P irk Sts., Rockland
7-tf
SUNNY front room to let. all convenlepces. suitable for light house, keeping 51 Granite St_____________7-9
LARGE store with three rooms anti
bath in rear 73 Park St. Center store
In block $6 week V. F. STUDLEY.
283 Main St________________________ 6 tf
FOUR-ror.m furnished, heated apt
to let. automatic hot water. At 15
Summer St Vacant this week. H. M
FROST. Tel. 318-W
4-tf
SEVERAL unfurnished apartments
to let. centrally located. Inquire H S.
LEACH, Tel 723-R
3-tf
HEATED apartment to let, modern
conveniences, hard wood floors. Three
rooms bath and kitchenette. Apply
at 130 Union St,, or TEL 158
157-tf
TWO or 3-room furnished apt • •
let on Warren St Inquire at 12 WAR
REN or 11 JAMES ST___________ 151-tf
LARGE heated room and bath to
let. $4 week
FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park
8L_______________ ____ ______________ 1-tf
APARTMENT to let at 9 Limerock
St. Inquire at PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY
1-U*

FOR SALE
FORD Model A for sale. 2-door sedan,
heater, gocd running order, good rub
ber. three tires new. Box 572. TEL.
396-R, Rockland.
g tf,
1940 DODOE coupe for sale. 10.000
miles Perfect condition DYER'S OA
RAGE, 7ri;J24-W.__ _________
9-n
TWO horse sleds and wagon In A-l
condition for sale Call Sundays and
evenings after 5 o'clock. WALPAS SALLINEN South Cushing.______
8*10

SC.RI. Red Chicks for sale, U_S
Pullorum clean. Write or phone M M
KINNEY, Thomaston. St. Oeorge Rd .

Box 49

TH. Tenants Harbor 56-14

9-14
HOUSE .trailer for sale, reasonable.
Corner qf Buttermilk Lane and New
(For The Courier-Oazette 1
County Rd.. BOX 712. Rockland 6*11
RAISED deck lobster or trawl boat
I like the good old fashioned ways;
for sale, M 8 x9' 4
built 1936. VER
Old fashioned ways of long ago.
NON
W. CUSHMAN. Box 25. FrlendTo sit beside the airtight stove
ahlP
_________________________ 6*11
And watch the fire's rosy glow.
Just rocking gently back and forth
BUILDING with 3^-acre land for
The shadow moving on the wall
sale, cellar, chimney, city water, large
Cast by the oil lamp's yellow gleam. shed, kitchen Is finished
Price S500
And outside fluttering snowflakes
can be paid for as rent. Cor. of Oliver
fall.
and Park St. V. F STUDLEY, 283
Main St„ Tel. 1154
4 tf
But there are times, I must admit.
Hard wooa per loot, fitted. $1 50;
Old fashioned ways just makes me
frown.
Sawed. $1 40, long. $1 30 M B. ft C. 4
When father rises In the morn'
PERRY ■ Tel, 487,___________________ 1 tf
And stoutly shakes that airtgiht
LEHIGH Valley stove and nut coal
down.
for sale. $14.50; Pocahontas lumpy
For In the good old fashioned way:
soft. $9; fitted dry hard wood. $1 50 ft
(A wonder that It doesn't break)
J. B PAULSEN. Tel. Thomaston 62
He gripes the shaker In both hands
__________
___________________________ 1-tf
And with "By cracky," starts to
shake.
D. ft H. hard coal, egg, stove, nui
$14.50 per ton, del. Household soft coal
It seems to me the timbers give.
$8 per ton, del Nut size New River «nf»
The pictures fairly dance about.
not
screened $9 ton del.; screened, $10
And extra shakings tell, Indeed.
ton del
M B ft C. O HSHRf, tile
The mornings when the fire’s out.
Main St.. Tel 4R7
i.tg
I sputter some about the noise.
i And said earthquakes would be a
change)
By selling the railings in 25 city
He answers: "Mother, save your
breath."
parks,
Manchester, England re
Then goes to shake the kitchen
range.
cently made a profit cf $3,609.
Rose B. Hupper
Tenants Harbor

offers

OLIJ FASHIONED WAYS

Welfare organizations in Shang
hai. China, are appealing for funds
because soaring prices make it im
possible to buy food for as many as
before.
STATE OF MAINE
PUBLIC NOTICE
(For the information of persons In
terested in EEL PERMITS for the i
year 1941).
For the year 1941. eel and sucker
permits will be put up to bids,
these bids being handled through
the Warden Supervisors of the vari
ous Divisions
Applications for bids
may be secured from the Warden
Supervisors In the respective Divisions
Sealed bids must be in this office
not later than February 27th. 1941
the same to be opened at 2 o'clock
In the afternoon on Monday, the 3rd
day of March. 1941
GEORGE J STOBIE.
Commissioner.
»-lt

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.
ROCKLAND, ME.

Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven. Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swan’s
Island and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice.
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
A. M.
P. M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island,
Ar. 6.00
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven,
Ar. 3.30
8.30 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
9.30 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 1.30
119-tf

PEN
Imprintcl

Your cwn name a|
placl
One line of imprj
An offer as sensatil
possible only throii
one of America’l
Imagine quality pci

for just a little ovel

18 Pencils,
30 Pencils,
60 Pencils,

$ .7
1.0)
1.7)

(Assorted Colors)
Postage

12c

In writing quality
ance, you'll declarJ
costing much morel
gon shape rounded
soft black lead; besj
Get your supply
Mail your order todj

Every-Other-Day

Evcry-Other-Day

VINALHAVEN

•

XANTE'S

ft ft ft ft
MRS OSCAR C LAN®
Correspondent

wn on

oats

fa

Mr. and Mrs. William Gregory
who have been in town the pant
six week, caring fcr Mr. Gregory's
mother Mrs. James Gregor.’ dur
ing her Illness returned Thursday
to North Haven.
Mrs. Henry Andersen and s'an
Harold who have been visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur Arey returned
Saturday to Worcester. Mass.
Eiu e Grindle returned Friday
from Eoston.
Capt. Byron MacDonald has re
turned ficm Milton, Mass., where
lie attended funeral services for
| W R Peabody, Captain MacDonrld has sailed Mr. Peabody’s yacht
Magic for the past 14 years.
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9.50
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$3.50
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The Bridge Eight w.ll mee; Wed
nesday night with Mrs. O V Drew
at her home. Luncheon will be
served.
Mrs. Fritz Anderson who has
been guest of her mother. Mrs. Leslie Stinson returned Thursday to
Worcester, Mass.
Union Church choir met Thursday with Mrs. Ambrose Peterson
at her home fcr rehearsal and
get-to-gether. Luncheon was served
Tiie Winners 4-H Club will be
guests Wednesday night of Pieasant River Grange, Mrs. Kenneth
Cook is leader and Mrs. Scott
Littlefield, assistant leader.
News has been received of the
arrival in Texas of Mr. and Mrs.
Lyford Ross. James Ross and
daughter Miss Elizabeth Ross.
“The Crosscup Kiss”

a

;t and found
BCE Is hereby given of the loss
Bcslt took numbered 2017 and

lner of -.aid book asks for dupll
ivrordance w.th the provision
I aw SIX UR H Y TRU ST
Brancta Jan n I imi
6 Tu-12

LET
NT -11! ) !i -e to let. 4 rooms.
■ ntry sun por h. furnace, elec
(fri jer itor. range, washing inaDELIA YORK. Ill Pleasant
___________________________ 9-tf

Ft-:i m furnished apartment to*
1H| lire MRS E II ROSE. 100
8t_________ ______ 9 tf
om hi um to let at 34 Orange
SI PH ADAMS 1. 769-J
9*11
with bath to let
renovated Opposite Maine Cenrit; u
Rent reasonable. Inquire
MATA, rbe Men’s Shop, Main

st.s Rockland
7-tf
JY front room to let. all conles suitable for light house-

7-»

51 Oranlte St

IE . ure with three rooms and
rear 73 Park St Center store
pk $6 week V V STUDLEY.
in St_____________ __________ 6 tf
tri m furnished, heated apt.
automatic hot water. At 15
r Hi Vacantthia week. H. M
Tel, 318-W
____________ 4-tf
IA1
unfurnished apartments
iei trallv located Inquire H S.
Tel 723-R ___
3-tf
apartment to let, modern
tiers. hard wood floors. Three
bath and kitchenette. Apply
Union St . or TEI. 158
157-tf

nr 3 room furnished apt >.
I'nrim St Inquire at 12 WAR-

11 JAMES ST________
151-tf
I room and bath M
week
FOSS HOUSE, 77 Park
1-tf
TMENT to let at 9 Limerock
lUlre at PEOPLE’S LAUNDRY

1-tf

SALE
1 Model A for sal". 2-door sedan,
goi ,1 running order good rub
's tires r.ew
Box 572, TEL.
lockland
9tf.
DODGE coupe for -ale
10.000
'erlect c .ndltion
DYER’S GAI
t-W
9-11
horse -lids and wagon In A-l
m for sale Call Sundays and
1 after 5 o’clo"k W.ALPAS SALSouHi Cushing
8*10
I Red Chirks for sule. U ~S
II clean Write or phone M M .
'. Thomaston. St. George Rd .
Tel Tenants Harbor 56-14
____________ ____________ 9-14
B trailer 1 r sale, reasonable.
1 Buttermilk lane and New
RJ BOX 712. Rockland 6*11
ID deck lobster or trawl bout
H 8 \9 4 ; built 1936 VERCUHHMAN Box 25. Friend6*11
HNii
with
acre
land
for
■a' chimney, cltv water, large
it hen Is finished
Price $500.
»
1 1 .
rent Cor ol Oliver
rk St
V F. STUDLEY. 283
Tel H54__
________ 4 tf
wooq per foot, fitted. $1 50'
U 40 long, $1 30 M B Ac C Gfc
_Tel 487
___________ 1 tf
IH Valiev stove and nut coal
$14 50: Pocahontas lumpy
fitted dry hard wood. $1 50 ft
AUI.SEN. Tel. Thomaston 62
_______________________ 1-tf
H hard coal, egg. stove, out
r ton del Household soft coal
n. del Nut alee New River soft
mid $9 ton del.; screened, $10
M B Ac C O PEHRV, tits
Tel 487
1-tC

lling the railings in 25 city

Manchester, England
lade a profit cf $3 600.

rc-

VINALHAVEN
& ROCKLAND
iTEAMBOAT CO.
ROC KLAND, ME.

to:
laven, North llavrn, Stonon. Isle au llaut, Swan's
iland and Frenchboro
WINTER SERVICE
rt to change without notice.

ILV EXCEPT SUNDAY
Swan’s Island,
Stonington,
North Haven,
Vinalhaven,
Rockland,

P. M.
Ar. 6.00
Ar. 4.40
Ar. 3.30
Ar. 2.45
Lv. 1.30
119-tf

The High School will present a
J three-act comedy, “The Crosscup
Kiss'
by Carl Webster Pierce.
’ Thursday at 8 p. in , in the Union
< Church vestry.
Tiie cast will be made up of
Kenneth Andeison; Audrey Coombs;
X Malcolm Whittington; Fred Snow3 man; Eleanor Hutchinson; Ada
Bray; Murray Hcpkins; David
I Duncan; Joseph Dyer; Betty Dyer;
I Helen Dyer; and Betty J Brown.
The story of the play.’ a fast
moving comedy, consists of the reI suits which come about when
lycung Robert Ciosscup takes over
his father’s candy business, puts
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Vinalhaven Lions
A “Mystery Man” Explains
The Details Of His
Important Vocation
The Vinalhaven Lions Club met
in Union Church Vestry last
Thursday night and were served
the Circle supper in their usual
room.
Secreta'.y Charles C. Webster
announced an attendance of 18
which was a percentage attendance
cf 68 percent. There was quite a
li t of guests however, due to the
fact that the guest speake. was
County Ag'nt R. C Wentworth of
Rockland, who had expressed tiie
desire to meet and talk with as
many people interested in farming
as couid be assembled. Listed, as
guests were Fred Geary, David
Dunc2n, Eugene Burgees. Myles
Sukefcrth. George Geary and C L.
Calderwood. Several others had
been invited but were unable to
attend
Mr. Wentworth gave a brief
resume of his work in its dif
ferent departments, and gave some
very enlightening information on
the increase in crops and dairy
products in his territory since the
inception of the work in which he
is engaged. In introducing the
speaker, Past King Lion O. V.
Drew referred to h.m as a sort of
“mystery man’’ due to the fact that
his work had been so little under
stood in this particular community,
but there was no doubt but what
ever mystery there had been con
nected with Mr. Wentworth in the
past was dispelled as far as the
Lions were concerned when he fin
ished talking to them.
Communications from the Ston
ington and Rockland Lions Clubs
were read, relative to Charter
Night for the recently reorganized
Stonington Lions Club to be field
on Jan 29 and for the next zone
meeting to oe field in Rockland,
Jan 24 at which Lion Earl Hodges,
a past International President, will
be the speaker of the evening.
The next meeting of the Vinal

THOMASTON BAPTIST CHURCH

STONINGTON

William O'Brien and family have
gone to Boston where Mr. O'Brien
(It’s History and a Little of its Work)
has employment.
(Gathered by Mrs. Minnie Newbert assisted bv various ones)
Stella Fifield is employed at the
home of Mrs. Francis McGuire.
This Church was constituted January 20, 1816 under the name of
Alberta Randlett was recept
the Second Baptist Church of Thomaston. At this time it embraced guest of Patricia Allen.
a membership of just 20 members
Tiie first regular preaching
Bernice Nelson passed the week
done b.v John Wakefield
Sabbath exercises were generally held
end in Lowell, Mass.
Fred I. Lamson. son of Florence
Sir OS®
(Noyes) Lamson, formerly of this
town, has been elected President
of the Malden City Council. Mr.
Lamson was born in this town and
received his elementary education
here.
The Friendly Club at Oeeanvllle
met Thursday with Dorothea Dunton Those present included. Ger
trude Gross. Frances Hatch. Leona
Fifield, Cassie Gross and Vesta
Webb.

Rev. Job Washburn
February. 1822 to January, 1841

Rev. I. Sawyer
August, 1854 to June, 1858

Rev. B F. Shaw. I). I).
June, 1864 to August, 1866

Rev. N. M. Wood, I). I).
September, 1866 to May, 1868

a sohool house near where the prison now stands. The first Foreign
Missionary Society was formed the year 1815 with 11. Prince Esq..
Treasu rer.

Pane Five
and Mrs. Pearl Hutchinson and
has many friends here.
Director at Quoddy

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

Richard (H. Howell who, for the
Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M., over Stations WNAC, Boston;
past five years, has been principal WTAG, Worcester; WCSH, Portland; WICC, Bridgeport; W’TIC, Hart
of the High School, has resigned ford; WEAN, Providence; WLBZ, Bangor.
to accept the post of vocational
director at Quoddy Village Trade.
,
School, and with Mrs. Howell, has I T They,Ve ** aside the Week °f'sary' Reniove ch°Ps to a hot Plat*
taken residence in Eastport. Mr.; Jan', 17 a\ Natlonal ™rift Week ter an<> servp scoops of the rice on
Howell will be in the employ of J>art y
*On°r . thc birtllday Of
.
.. 4 . .
Benjamin Franklin and partly to
..
Curried Peach and Sausage Grill
the State, supervising the teaching
.
, x
7
L
emphasize a virtue some of us have —Two pounds pork sausage links,
force.
to practice 52 weeks in the year 6 or 8 peach halves, 1 teaspoon
A reception was given Thursday
whether we like it or not
sugar, >4 teaspoon curry powder.
night at Stonington High Schnol
We sat around the other evening 2 teaspoons Land O Lakes butter
in honor of Mr. and Mrs. Howell
with a crowd of rather recently
Put sausage links on rack in
whose popularity was proven by
married girls who were chattering broiling oven, about 3 inches from
the attendance of students, faculty, about their economics as cheerily the flame. Sprinkle peaches with
parents, members of the Legi<m as a fleck of sparrows. There were sugar and curry powder and dot
and Auxiliary.
none of the dreary aspects of with butter. Place around sausage
Edward Crozier of Brownville , economy in that crowd, the long- links on the rack, Broil until
will succeed Mr. Howell as prin- facecj gr0USing ancj sour complain- sausages are done, turning frecipal.
! ing . We decided, from that cross- quently until well browned on all
Mrs. Elizabeth McQuarrie and
1 section at least, that the younger sides and the peaches delicately
THE HOME PAPER
i
generation, managing their homes, browned
daughter Patricia are visiting Mrs.
[For The Courier-Gazette|
j feeding their husbands and their
Arthur Billings.
MENU
Sometimes Its me:sagej bring laugh
bab es and having their fun on
ter. sometimes surprise.
Breakfast
Mrs. Margaret Stinson has »otear drops to the eyes.
very limited budgets were made of
turned from a visit with her son Sometimes
Unsweetened Pineapple Juice
Best of all. when each copy conies
It brings a word from “The Folks at the right stuff, decidedly.
Prepared Cereal
in Bangor.
Home!”
Since
they
admitted
buying
and
Dropped
Eggs on Toast
I turn to the page with a magic
Mrs. Dora Beatrice
and
children
»
name—
Orange Marmalade
have been ill with grippe the past Yes, you hive guessed it—Vinalhaven, cooking the thrift cuts of meat
Maine!
was their major problem we'll turn
Coffee
week.
a Pleasant street quite far the column over today to special
Lunch
Mrs. Lillian Parker, who has There's
away—
Friend's Baked Bean Soup
been visiting in Rockland is home. My thoughts go back there eve-y day. low-cost meat recipes to honor
It was there I loved life's Joys and them and Thrift Week in general.
Toasted Rolls
Mrs. Harry Freedman and Roger
sorrows.
The
yesteryears,
with
no
thought
of
Wouldn't
you
like
the
“
kitchen
Piccalilli
are visiting in Portland.
tomorrows
library?"
Just
drop
us
a
line
and
Hot
Nestles
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Powers Drinpd QUt> from Penobscot Bay
let
us
send
you
the
new
Brer
Rab

Sugar
Cookies
and son have gone to Philadelphia i into another port quite far away.
Living now on another street
bit
book
with
its
valuable
addi

Dinner
uhere Mr. Powers has employment. , wiu re Southern friends I meet and I
greet.
tional information about new dis
Fresh Fruit Cup
Fred Simpson of Camden and Sometimes
homesick, lonesome too.
coveries
about
iron;
the
Knox
leaf

•Pork
Chops and Rice
Raymond Eaton of Rockland at Wondering what the home folks do.
let
explaining
the
way
some
people
Buttered
String Beans
Living
In
a
house
o'
dreams.
tended Sunday the funeral of their Memories and bygone things,
have
found
drinking
Knox
gela

Pineapple
Cole
Slaw
L.fe’s sweetest sory a chapter closed-uncle. John D Eaton.
What does It mean Is it growing old? tine helps them fight fatigue and
Knox
Muscatel
Jelly
Mrs. Sadie Bray is occupying the
Hoping, trusting, some day to meet
the
new
leaflet
"Easy
as
Pie
’
’
filled
Coffee
Arthur Perry house on Eastern Heme town folks on Somewhere
with candy and chiffon pie recipes,
street—
avenue.
When all of life's joys and sorrows
the G. Washington Broth Ace
Norman
McCorison,
Marcel Have drifted out beyond tomorrows.
CRIEHAVEN
“
Quickies'’ leaflet and the new
Bertha E. Raymond
Daudhis and Frederick Dunham
The breakwater has a thick coat
Fruitland Park. Fla.
Nestle’s folder of “Favorite Choc
are heme from Hartford.
ing of ice. The blinker stopped
Emily McCauley was recent
Hosiery mills in Uruguay are olate Recipes;” and the big Kirk working Jan. 14
man catalogue of premiums All
guest of her sister Edna Steele.
working 24 hours a day.
High tide Sunday floated many
these books are yours for the ask
Eleanor Masterton of Redstone.
logs off the beaches The rough
Nearly $400,600 worth of Ameri ing, just address your request to sea of Monday and Tuesday filled
N. H., is visiting her parents. Mr.
Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network,
can toys were received into South
and Mrs. Stuart Masterton.
Boston, Mass, or your own sta the dock with kelp and trash. Tues
Miss Dorothy Marie Hutchinson Alrica last year.
day's mail was landed on the ba k
tion.
and Lawson Bridges, both of this
Lamb and Lima Beans — Two side of tiie island, also four pass
Nearly 30.000 acres of tobacco
town, were married Jan. 13. by
pounds lamb chuck, shank or neck, engers. A small boat had to be
Elder George Knowlton. The bride land in Sumatra is being conver
hauled overland by truck to ac1 pound dried lima beans, salt.,
ts the youngest daughter of Mr. | ted into food-producing fields.
pepper, celery salt, buttered bread I c0^pll5h the '*ndtag.
The pastor of the Sea Coast Mis
crumbs.
sion
came Saturday expecting to
Ark of God was brought from the private house of Obed Edem and
Soak lima beans overnight
safely placed in the public tabernacle which David had erected for it.
go Sunday to Matinieus. but he
Rev. W. A. Newcombe was called to the Church Nov 1. 1X84 and ^:am and place in a heavy skillet was obliged to remain here until
served as our Pastor till Nov. 1914. In the Memorial service held Have lamb cut into 2-inch squares. Tuesday as the weather was unfit
for him by Rev. Roy Short—Mr. Mower. Sec. of the State Baptist Add to beans, season with salt,
Convention called him “One of the princes of Christian ministry in pepper and celery salt and cover to get a boat out of the harbor.
Maine and New England during the fifty years of his ministry. A | with water. Simmer until done,!
worst damage caused by the
personality in youth abounding in vitality and physical well-being; abOut two hours. Remove to a hot s^orm was when Samuel White’s
with an inward radiance of spiritual life which gave out hope, faith ■ p;attcr Brown two tablespoons of boaL brokp from it: mooning but

On Sr-pt. 1. 1822. Mr. Job Washburn. their deacon, received anti
accepted a call to become their Pastor. He was ordained and for
more than 18 year discharged the pastoral duties witli great zeal
and faithfiilm ss.
In 1X36. sixty members were set off to form a new church which
was called thc Baptist Church, West Thomaston anti sixty-four mem
bers remained to work with Pastor Washburn. These organized and
called themselves “The Second Baptist Church of Thomaston”. Those
haven Lions Club is scheduled for at Mill River retained the clerk records and old meeting house and
were considered as dismissed from the former body. These adopted
Thursday. Jan. 30
the name “First Baptist Church of West Thoma°ton. These two
groups,
after a few years, reunited under ‘he name of the “Baptist
terest to the public. The story, it
Church and Society of Thomaston.”
self. is one which, the public can . The present building was remodeled and rebuilt on the founda
be assured, will provide a full eve- tion of thc old church edifice which was originally erected in 1836-37.
nings enjoyment and entertain It was about two year.s in the process of construction. The build
his father on the pension list, and ment. Home-made candy will be ing committee was as follows: Nathan Reed, master builder; Joel
‘attempts to enlarge the business sold between acts. The play is pre Miller. Abner Rice, Joseph Catland. William Singer. Sec. Treas.
■ by means of his newly acquired sented by special arrangement Rev. Jeb Washburn was the first pastor after the Church was dedimodern business technique. A ri- with Samuel French, Inc., New •ated. The Church was built at a cost of $12,000. Tiie membership
at the time of re-modeling was in the aggregate of 726 persons.
and charity and helped al! who were fortunate enough t« come in.
crumbs in two tahlesnoons fouled on another boat, so was
Ival candy company provides so York, and is under the direction
The old Church became inadequate witli its membership of 343 .
with h.m” Hl. Wire.
I,,I. Watts Newcombe I, remem-,
m £0 table.spo„„. ,
"many cb., acles to his success that, cf faculty member, Miss Margaret hence the re-building. The architects were T. W. Silkwav and F. bered for her faithful work with her S. S. Class of girls.
I L ana u Laxes butter and garr.tsn
in his attempts to overcome them, F. Kinley.
Copeland of Boston, building committee with Harvey Mills, Chairman,
Our records show that in September of 1896, by the gift of one the lamb and lima beans with the ledges at water's edge.
Oliver Vinal. James Overlock, George K. Washburn and Harris Stack- of tour members, Bro. James Overlook, our house of worship is | browned mixture just before servAmong those who havp been ill
young Crosscup finds himself
pole. William Glover &■ Co. cf Rockland were tiie builders and con lightrd throughout with electricity.
are:
Mrs Lelan WSlson. H J. M forced to diminish his unwise plans
;ng.
structed for a total of $6,000. The fittings of the Church cost $2,000
During the pastorate of Rev. Herbert B. Hutchins occured the
for expansion in order to save the SOUTH WARREN
Brisket of Beef—Three to four Clure' Samuel White. Mis Dorethy
Elmer Overlock went to Boston additional. 'All bills were paid and the Church began free from any 100th anniversary of the Church. Much time was spent in correct pounds beef brisket. 1 carrot, diced. ! Simpson, Guy Simpson. Max Yeung
company's prestige, and. inciden
debt.
Pews
were
of
native
ash
and
manufactured
by
Mathews
and
ing the roll and in bringing the records up to date. We find an ex
tally. the respect of his best Friday cn a business trip.
Co. of Belfast. Painting of inside and out done by Janies Herich of tract of a letter written by Deacon Edward O’B. Burgess, clerk to 1 onion, diced, peppercorns, salt, 1 an<* family, .Marc White. Neal
Mrs. Eva Delano entertained the Thomaston. Carpets were purchased from W. M. Cook. Stained and the Lincoln Baptist Association in these words: “We have completed, egg, bread crumbs, few cloves
.Simpson and Andrew Holmes.
■friends.
3
H.
Club
last
Tuesday.
reflected
glass
windows
were
made
hy
Keelv
and
Holland,
Boston.
Mr. and Mrs. Hans Neilson of
Comedy and complications are
Cover beef brisket with boiling
this year the one hundredth anniversary of our existence as a Church.
Windows
of
Gothic
style
with
millions
of
glass
of
varied
tints
A long and honored existence. How much good we have been en water, add diced vegetables, cloves. New York city are guests of Mrs.
gadded when Andy Jackson. CrossMrs. W. C. Leavitt is in Maiblecrowned with circular emblematic panels with Scripture allusion.
Simmer Scott Simpson for three days.
;up's star salesman, rushes Robert's head. V"ss„ caked by illness in Circular panes, border and center squares are stained glass and the abled to accomplish only our Heavenly Father knows.” Mrs. Clara salt and peppercorns.
Mr. and Mrs. Ero Blom are man
stenographer, Margie Foster, with I the family of her daughter Mrs. rest of the windows are reflected glass. Pew cushions were made by Hutchins was a literary woman of unusual ability. She organized gently about 3 hours or until ten
our
Ladies
Missionary
Society
and
was our first President.
aging the general store.
frwhom Robert is in love. Cyrus, Alden Beals.
Lawrence & Wilde, Boston and were made of dark maroon terry.
In December 1919 the steam-heating apparatus was installed and der. Remove from liquid and place
thowever, showing the characterizaRussell Simpson and Oscar Simp
in shallow baking dish. Beat egg
Mrs. Olive Fales attended the The cushions and carpets were purchased by the I.adies Circle. The a new baptistry was put in the auditorium.
son
who have enlisted, returned
slightly,
spread
over
the
meat
and
't ions of a Scattergood Baines, ' Council meeting of the American auditorium with extra seats will hold 600 persons. The organ had
In May of 1921 Rev. Roy H. Short became our Pastor and served
been
used
twelve
years.
It
was
taken
down
and
again
put
in
place
!
us
efficiently.
Mrs.
Margaret
Short
helped
organize
the
Harriet
LevBrown
in
home
Tuesday to wait their call
sprinkle
with
crumbs.
steps into the tangle and straight Legion Auxiliary Friday in Wis by Wm. H. Mason, organ tuner of Thomaston. The pulpit was of
ensaler
World
Wide
Guild
and
was
interested
in
the
musical
circles
|
hot
oven.
to
the
colors.
ens things out, at the same time casset.
black walnut and maroon plush designed and made by Shaw and I of the Church.
Rcast Spare-ribs with Apple
Mrs. Lula Libby entertained the Applin expressly for the Church. The furniture was given by Mrs.
bringing about one of the most
Rev. Heber S. Kllborn was called to the Church in January 1925
Samuel Watts and the Bible by Captain Samuel Watts. A white and served faithfully for fourteen years until he retired from active stuffing—Two spare-ribs, % cup
interesting incidents of the play Rug Club Thursday,
which concerns his two ambitious i The storm cf Friday interrupted satin book mark was the gift of Mrs. Emma Lewis of Boston. Ex work in the ministry. He was elected Pastor Emeritus July 2, 1939. diced salt pork or crisply fried
young granddaughters, Lolly and the operation of ice harvesting at cellent hymn books were given by Mrs. C. M. Stimpson. The lamps During the World War he served as Religious Director of YMCA work bacon, 1 onion, chopped, sprig of
were of solid bronze and bad been in use for many years. Bracket
at several stations. He was chaplain of the Maine State Prison in parsley, 2 or 3 stalks celery, 5 or 6
Spear s Pond.
Lee.
1926. Mr. Kilborn endeared himself to his Church and always had tart apples, diced, >4 cup sugar, 1
Since this is the first play which
All Makes—New and Used
a
word of appreciation to all his helpers. He was very appreciative cup bread crumbs, salt and pepper.
New Portables,
Curing the first nine months of
J had enabled the combined dramatic
of the fine work of the Choir and he remarked that the Choir was
Select
2
spare-rib
sections
that
$29.50,
$34.50, $39.50. $54.50
1940,
the
British
bought
$77,256,731
talent of the high school to be preto him like a wall, supporting him. Mrs. Edith Kilborn was supt.
match.
Have
the
breastbone
worth
of
airplanes.
' sented. it should1 be ot great inof the Junior Room during this time and helped with all social and
Rockland Typewriter Co.
cracked so that it will be easy to
religious life of the Church.
71 Park St.
Rockland
Tel. 297-W
Our present Pastor, Rev. Donald F. Perron came to us in Decem- carve between the ribs. To make |
| her 1938. The Pastor with his wife Evelyn and their two sons Duane the stuffing fry the salt pork or
and Bruce are certainly a family worth while in our Community. bacon until crisp, add the onion,
Mr. and Mrs. Perron served as foreign missionaries for six years in parsley and celery and cook for a
the Philippine Islands under the board of the Northern Baptist Con
vention. We find them earnest workers in every department of the few minutes. Then add the apples
and sugar. Cook until apples are
Church work.
We come to the close with these words that were written a great tender and somewhat candied. Stir
many years ago. “The Thomaston Baptist Church has had a large in the bread crumbs and season to
degree of prosperity owing in no inconsiderable extent to the fact taste. Lay one section cf the ribs
that it has been blessed with Gospel Ministers—sound in doctrine, out flat, flesh side down and
intelligent and faithful in thejr preaching, correct and devoted in spread with the hot stuffing. Cover
their lives.
As this goes to press, our Church is blessed with the addition, by with the other section and sew the
Rev. G. P. Mathews, D. D.
Rev. W. A. Newcomb
letter, from the First Baptist Church of New York City, of Mrs. Har- two together. Sprinkle the out
on Record
November. 1884 tc November, 1914 riette Gray into our membership. For many years she has been a side of the stuffed ribs with salt,
April. 187* to December, 1883
spiritual help in her Sunday evening talks and also as a devout pepper and flour. Place the ribs
teacher of the Holy Word in the Sunday School. She is a nationally on a rack in a roasting pan and
FOR GENERAL USE
known as a great Bible Teacher. She was elected as “Lady of the bake in a moderate oven <350 de
Flag”—a national, honor; and in 1937 she was chosen the “American
Imprinted in Gold Letters
grees F.) for 20-30 minutes, then
Mother’
We indtleed are most fortunate.
lower heat and cook until tender,
Your cwn name and address, school, or your
about l't- hcurs.
Remove the
place of business
strings before serving.
Pork Chcps and Rice—Six shoul
How to cut the cost of
One line of imprinting limited to 30 letters.
der pork chops, one-half cup un
cooked rice. 1 tablespocn fat, 2 cups
An offer as sensational as this has been made
Heating Your Home
tomatoes, salt and pepper.
possible only through close co-operation with
Brown uncooked rice in hot fat.
one of America’s largest manufacturers.
When nicely browned, push the
rice to one side of the pan and
AMERICA’S HOME HEATING SHEET
Imagine quality pencils with your own imprint
El Comodoro Hotel is conveniently
brown the pork chops. Add the
for just a little over 2 cents apiece.
tomatoes and season with salt and
located in the center, of all activity
pepper. Cover the pan and cook
Dirty Boiler Loss
the chops slowly until done, about
Rev. R. H. Short
Rev. H. S. Kilborn
250 rooms with tub and shower
nesses
of
fly ash in and around one hour. Add a little water or
$ .70
dirty boiler will cause consid
18 Pencils,
January, 1975 to September, 1938
May, 19’1 to May. 1924
144
Pencils,
$2.75
the furnace:
erable
heat
loss.
One-six

1.00
Kemp's Sun Rayed Tomato Juice '
30 Pencils.
bath Rates from $2 50 single $4 00
teenth of an inch of soot or fly
A in. of deposit causes 9.5% loss
lamps were given by Mrs. Jane Fish; chandelier by Capt. Samuel
(Yellow
only)
during
the cooking if it's neces- '
1.75
ash
in
the
fire-box,
flue
passes,
60 Pencils,
in.
of
deposit
causes
26.2%
loss
Watts; carved book racks for chairs by Wm. H. Glover & Co., long
etc., will cause a 13 per cent loss
% in. of deposit causes 45.3% loss
(Assorted Colors)
double Modern air-cooled coffee
Postage 15c
shades by an active lady in the Church. The Choir at the dedication
A in. of deposit
of heat. If the
Postage 12c
was directed by Miss M. J. Watts who was also organist. The choir
causes 69% loss
inside of the fur
shop offers the finest food at moder
was composed of Mrs. Libbie Cushing. Soprano. Mr. Wm. H. Smith,
Odorless Hair Remover
nace were uni
Heating plants
alto, Mr. Charles Vesper, tenor and Mr. Willis B. Mathews, bass.
formly
covered
should be thor
In writing quality, length ef use, and appear
Mrs. Mason played the organ postlude. The display of flowers was
ate prices. Popular cocktail lounge
Amazing naw white
with one-sixteenth
oughly cleaned by
cosmetic
cream
—
beautiful. The.se were given by friends in Thomaston. Rockland and
ance, you’ll declare them the equal of pencils
of an inch of fly
vacuum once a
painless, economic
other places. The flowers were arranged by Mrs. Harvey Mills and
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Mrs Alfred Staples is a J
at Knox Hospital
Mr. and Mrs. A W G|
started a motor trip Sunday
will carry them into w
climes during the rugged
ahead.

Gregorys

Tlie

hav

planned itinerary, destlnatlc
time of return. They are
going.
Miss Louise McIntosh of
Williams spent the weekend
home on South Main street

Sgt. IRobert E. Hillgrove ot
McKinley spent the weektml
Mrs. Hillgrove and his parent)
and Mrs. Robert D. Hillgrove

Fur ct—ara pipe* *Ok tooth t’.-ie*
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Oscar E. Wishman is confit,
his home in Owls Head by
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ruati a*.-*

Mrs. Osmond A Palmer wi
terta'.n Browne Club Friday
at her home on Knox street

Al South Bope
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They waned Jartb with ahi-tl ml
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Rockport

Miss Kathleen O'ConnellJ
returned to her home in New
after visiting Mr. and Mrs. J
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Lenar* E. Cooper
Boca tahh
Associa turn

Miss Margaret Rogers, a t<
in Bar Harbor, is at her hoj,
Spruce street, recovering fre
attack of the grippe.

Neil Jackson, son of Mr. anc)
Harold E Jackson. Beech
celebrated his eighth blrthdaj
urday by entertaining nine i
friends at luncheon, game,
movies Prizes for "Pinnittf,
Tail on the Donkey’’ were w<
Bruce Stratton and Frederick
derson. Other guests were
Sleeper, Allen and Pierre La O|
Billy McLoon, David Scarlett,
vid Bird and Neil Fogg.
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Abuse off kiraam. fauliy system of
schbbLng anc the narrowing off
mar s prodnmve time are the inre*
great problems tna*. challenge mebini-ie. psychiatry anc aooerr sc
ene* today. Dr. C Enanes Burin
game, off Connecticut one of trie
pioneers m. mental treatment recentiy aa.n The mental weakness
of mer. ant women according tr Dr
3urlingarr* is contribute Py "mis
educatiat’ wtucr permits a cuLege
education tor all wnr wist it. ever
though they may no: nave me nra.r
lor white collar training the con
trol off alcana, anc is removal from
me category of social anc neaftr
pr .is terns

Visit Lucien K. Green &
second floor, 16 School street.
tc» rumor* pt zzle Fellows Block, City, for Furs,
AN«1
Coats and Cloth Coats, at mod
FAvuT
prices.
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Every-Othdr-Day'
SOUTH HOPE
| For The Courler-Oazette]
I mw one night was falling r.„»
through a country village na^kL.
i , U with many a determined^?;
; ever to reach the goal— u*
I . nil Hope.
t -now and sleet and Ice ana
storm.
IQ
I
H n:e ever they struggled on

i

<f • not the wintry blast

’

. Hell s G te was safely paaaeri
,w irds South Hope.
a"~
ll at last the goal In sight
. ;hts shine out so clear and
b Ight.
all within was snug and warm
■ heeded the blinding storm—’
t South Hope.

when we thought to start for
home.
r
,s wiil-pi red round In husky tone*
111 bated breath and awful fright
-hall have to spend the night
uth Hope.
“
had seen the landlords
, ent rs here leaves Hope behind

sigh:

”
other which was later found.
ii aln t got no money yQu
needn't come around’—
“
ith Hope.
i ii irnlng dawned, with cheerful
heart
oiled forth to make the start
wha'eer they'd say or whatetr
they'd do.
were came. “You can't get
through
ith Hope"
(l.r, were filled with merriment
i- ists music and cards the timc'
was spent.
in this Webb In which we were
caught
,e di-agreeable fly was brought
South Hope.
i-h for news to
• the latest word
.f all our money
store.
, -.firs, pipes, and
galore.
South Hope

the telephone
from home ’
at the corner

tooth-brushes

nv inlng arose a mighty cheer,
omeone -aid the roads were
clear;
-•arted forth with shovel and
rope.
hade good-bye to old
jth Hope
• • me of Spartans bold—
never tried in days of old
-a-.e the drifts In a country road
, four horse barge and a heavy

i

>m South Hope.
I. nor to those to whom honor is

due

•ood by us and piloted us
through.
.-. ed -tone walls, took fences
down
this brave party might reach the
Town
im South Hope.
• when the stars were twinkling
bright.
>nce more the city lights.
Be the weather rough or
windy.
e is no . tie better than Aaron and
Cel indy
South Hope''
Lenora
Cooper
ckland
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POSTBODMAN WEDDING
(Miss Kathleen O'Connell has
Tonian Circle will meet Wedneskturned to her home in New York: day night, at the home of Miss
Iter visiting Mr. and Mrs. J. Don- Pearl Borgerson, 30 Purchase street.
Id Coughlin.
Miss Alice Erskine entertained
[Mrs. Alfred Staples is a patlf^t £’eeper Bible Class yesteday, at
Knox Hospital.
V: • sheen and meeting.
Mr. and Mrs. A. W Gregory
irted a motor trip Sunday which
ill carry them into warmer
imcs during the rugged weeks
lead.
The Gregorys have no
fanned Itinerary, destination or
tie of return. They are just
■ing.

Dr. John Smitn Lowe, who has
Visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s been a patient at Pratt Diagnostic
second floor, 16 School street, Odd 1 Hospital in Boston, returned SatFellows Block. City, for Furs, Fur I urday night, accompanied by Mrs.
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate
Lowe.
prices
9-tf
Representative Margaret Chase
Smith attended a meeting of the
Republican National Woman’s Or
ganization
Saturday in New York
CAM PEI
Amcrig those present were Mr. and
JES., JAN. 21, One Day Only Mrs. Wendell L. Willkie.
Cash Night, $260

Miss Shirlene Lord celebrated
her sixth birthday Saturday after
noon by entertaining ten of her
little friends. Refreshments were
served and games and songs were
enjoyed. Shirlene received many
nice gifts. Present were Alice
Chaples, Ann Thurston, Alfreds
Perry, Milton Glad, Raymond and
Russell Wixson, Betty Grover,
Alice (Lord and Richard and Shir
lene Lord. Special guests were
Mrs. Alfred Lord, Mrs. Carroll
Wixon and Mrs. Sherman Lord.
Shirlene’s teacher was unable to
attend on account of illness.
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Burdell’s Dress Shop. Just re
ceived white dresses for lodge work
Misses and women's sizes.—adv.

NEWS

uu

Ml

I.. (

Miss Barbara Leola Bodman,t The young couple were attended
daughter of Mr and Mrs. Charles by Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Fraser,
u„The bride wore an attractive cosF Bodman, became the bride of
...
x ,
tume of aqua blue, with matching
Kenneth Colby Post, son of Mr. accessories and
and Mrs. Lester A Post, Sunday
Both graduated frcm Rockland
School___
in_____
June,_ ___
1940. Mr.
' afternoon in St. Bernard’s Church.High
_ _________
Rev. Fr. John Cummings officiated. | Post is employed at E. & M.

MONHEGAN
Now and then unique denizens of
the sea are brought to the surface
This week Earl Field, Jr., trapped
a small lobster of a bright orange
hue with a few tjny markings of
brown on the tail and claws.
The proverbial unlucky 13 ran
true to its reputation Monday for
Manville Davis. He received a neat
little cut over the eye, then when
bringing in wood a stick fell on the
wash boiler, denting it to the ex
tent cf causing a leak. While re
pairing the leak the blow torch
caught fire burning his hand. And
now he has received his Selective
Service papers.
Mrs. Floyd Singer did not retlurn
this week as expected, from her
visit with her parents at Spruce
Head. With her is her daughter
Idella and son Robert.
Fred Morang of South Portland,
machinist, is doing repair work on
the engines at the Manana Fog
Signal station. ,
Raymond Phillips visited the
mainland this week, returning to
the island Thursday.
The U. S. Coast Guard from
Burnt Island called here this week.
Harvey Cushman received a
slight injury when a roll of tarred
paper fell on his foot. He was trav
eling about with the help of a cane
fcr a few days.
Thomas Orne has returned from
his visit in Boston. While trying
to start his truck Thursday, he re
ceived cuts on three of his fingers,
as they came in contact with the
fan.
Sunday’s storm reaped a heavy
toll on the lebster gear. From 15
to 40 traps are reported as missing
from the different gangs.’’ During
the gale traps were seen drifting
through the harbor, while bits of
the contents such as claws, and
bodies of the lobsters were found
cn the beaches. Huge seas broke
over Gull Rock completely covering
the ledge. While sea upon sea
broke in Gull Pond rushing over
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LUCIEN K. GREEN S SON

VERTICAL (Cont.)
12- Feminine •uffix(F|’-)
13- Worthless plant
21-Roman date
3-Terminates
?5-Gaspa
?ft-Paired
?7-A»cend
?8-Travels on horeeback
?9-Telegraphed
10- To lap again
11- Appearlng aa if
gnawed
32-A garment
J4-The lower world
37- To give attendance
38- Reduced to ashes
iO-Grows old
41—A weight meaaure
13-Pressed
44-Adheres closely
46-Withered old woman
17-Equips
1&-A fuel
19-Conteat of speed
59-Piece of ground
51- Story
52- lreland
53- Large bodies of
salt water
56- Wina-like part

FURRIERS
16 SCHOOL ST., ROCKLAND
TEL. 511

L-G. Ads Help You

BEAUTY WITH A GILBERT

PERMANENT
NATURALISTIC OIL WAVE

If »ou want to Rent a Room,
HI the Cow, Turn Your Car
| lo Cash, or Hire a Cook,

JOAN VALERIE •WALTER ABEL
ELIZABETH PATTERSON • DONALD
MocBRIDE • DOUGLAS DUMBRILLE

$10.00

Supreme
frC
Push Up Wavev**
BEAUTY
AIDS
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Happy Hope Farm
Grief Comes To Invading
Rodents, and Several
House Windows
Editor of The Courler-Oazette:—
“Oh! mercy!" I explained as I
looked into our bird feeding station
on the dining room window sill. For
there, stealing the dee-dee’s crumbs
was a gray rat, his whiskered face
staring through the glass pane at
me.
When I told Mr S. about our new
“bird" he said, “I'll get the old
cannon after him and he’ll wish he
hadn't stolen the birds’ eats."
“Ray Savage, if you shoot toward
the house with that gun you'll fill
it full of holes!" I exclaimed. But
he walked off with that superior
male grin that makes a woman feel
so furious and helpless. That grin
says so plainly “We men do as we
think best—and you women might
as well keep still."
Well, the next day I saw him
hustle in and grab the old cannon,
which, by the way, Is an old 10
gauge Lefever. made to order for my
late uncle. It has a scroll ornament
ed Damascus steel barrel, and is
decorated with a hunting scene of
flying ducks, amid grass and reeds.
It has been twice across the conti
nent and through one railroad
wreck, in which uncle came off with
nothing worse than a bumped head
and skinned knees. Tire "old can
non” has shot all kinds of New Eng
land game and western game, too.
Uncle shot so many jack rabbits and
his hostess cooked so many rabbit
stews, uncle and my brother felt
squalmish every time they even saw
a bunny for years after they re
turned East.
Mr S had scarcely disappeared
before the old gun boomed and
Buddy and I Jumped. In a minute
the man of the house was back.
“Oot ’em!" he crowed, “two of
’em! They won't steal no more, but
guess I've fixed your little pall."
My favorite water pail happened
to be on the doorstep and it looked
as though a machine gun had been
fired at it, literally a sieve full of
holes.
“And how many holes in the
house?" I asked.
Mr. S squirmed and admitted
there was one through the hall
window. I investigated and sure
enough, there was not only one but
three neat holes drilled through the
lower pane In the hall window. And
the side of the house by the window
looked as though some gangsters
had used it for a target.
“But I got tiie rats," bragged Mr.
S and what could a mere woman
answer to such logic? what out
sigh, “Just like a man I "

.■.■.'.■...wm.. . .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. .. . .

The Australian koala bear is a
temperate creature, as he never
drinks even water. However, the
moisture obtained in the eucalyp
tus leaves which are his chief diet
supplies the liquid values he needs.
• • • •
At the conclusion of a nature
lesson in a schoolroom not far
away, a teacher explained the way
chickens get out of their shells.
A little girl piped up, saying, '*1
never could see how they got in
those shells in the first place.”
• • • •
One of the minor sorrows of this
devastating war on historic Lon
don will come to the Dickens fel
lowship and lovers of that great
humanitarian of an earlier day.
He was loved by every class but in
his time more clearly understood
by the working class as they were
his contemporaries.
He under
stood their viewpoint, not as an
outsider but as one of them. The
pilgrimage to the Dickens' London
that will be no more is a loss to
the world for men traveled from
every country to visit these spots
in London and its environs.
• • • •
Of the 2,975,165 passenger car
factory sales made during 1939, the
four-door sedan led with 1,302,944
sales. The two-door sedan was
second with 1,092,310 sales.
♦ ♦ • *
That copper mine at Blue Hill
may lead to watchful working
through the State for more such
profitable holes of well filled ore.
This State needs to be worked for
all it is worth. Who knows? the
mountains may mass wealth for
digging.

A ** *

“Bill’s a great traveler, isn’t he?"
“Oh, yes. He has been to over
half the places on his suitcase
labels/’
a a a a

Every house where love abides
and friendship is an often guest,
that is a home, sweet home.
a a a a

Spain has placed a tax on im
ports of raw cotton and will use
the fund thus created to relieve
employment in its cotton industry,
or possibly to get ready for more
war. ’
• * * *
Of the farmers who live in the
United States 70 percent of them
produce milk, but not all for
markets.

* ♦ ♦ *

One feels sure that England, or
rather Britain, will merge/ from
this war of wars a mightier coun
try and honored above everything
thought possible before she was
driven to show her full power.
* * * *
Where are the mushrooms of
yesteryear. One finds them not!
* * * *
Someone said long ago but its
still true, “If honor be your cloth
ing the suit will last a lifetime,
but if clothing be your honor it
will soon be worn threadbare."

* ♦ • G

Sunday School teacher: “Jimmy,
can you tell me who Esau was?"
Jimmy: “Oh, yes. He was the
fellow that wrote a lot of fairie
stories and sold them for a mass
of potash."

• • ♦•

For each quart of milk a ■ cow
produces she must have three
Thursday
quarts of water as well as plenty
of food.
• • • *
Two weeks after the War of 1812
had ended, the Battle of New
Orleans was fought, communica
tions were so bad and so slow that
taA<
word did not reach either Army in
POWER* FAYE-AMECHE
time to stop the fighting.
• * • •
A police officer in Iowa was
the rocks into the trees breaking
feund
to have been discourteous to
many of the branches. It was the
a motorist and was fined $10. At
heaviest storm since 1933.
last a clear crisp version of that
*
man-bites-dog story.
4• • • •
WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY
Edinburgh, Scotland now has
many horse trucks collecting waste
paper and the 700 tons gathered
each month mere than pays the
cost ar.d conserves a waste.
tf
• * * ♦
There are at the present time in
America 107 breeds of dogs that
are recognized by the American
Kennel Club.
• • • «
•/•rrisf
Almost a century and a half ago
MIRIAM
in the mountains of North Caro
lina, John Morris kindled a fire in
his hearth, and since fires were
hard to start with fiint and tinder,
CLAUDE RAINS • Richard Ainley • Laun Hope CrZWl
he kept it burning. Sentiment
Directed by KURT BERNHARDT* A WARNER BROS.-Fict NmIomI kmw.
grew around the blaze and each
RtaF
Cfcartaa
ft
KrfaM •
tfce Btery
N Irmw Mare. A NerOert raaOaaa . A— ad
(be M—alw af AAea LaeNvOveer
«
« ' *___
succeeding generation took over
NOW
I
“THE LETTER”
the task of keeping this fire alive,
PLAYING
(
with BETTE DAVIS
. .
and it Is still burning.
• • * *
SHOWS
Man at counter: “Ginger ale,
Matinee 2.00
please."
Erg., 0.30 A 130
Waiter: ’Tale?"
Son. Mat. 3 P. M.
Man at counter: "No, just a
glass. ’
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Kenneth C. Post and bride

The N. Y. A. Workers

Mrs. Snow, Chairman of
Board. Sheds New Light
On Their Activities

By K. 8. P.

ft®!

First (Lieut. Kenneth E. Mil’s of
Fort McKinley spent the weekend
at his home.

Ensign Otis, while spending a
few days in Boston in company
with Mrs. Otis, suffered ar. illness
and is now a patient at Pratt Diag
nostic Hospital, where he is mak
■(Miss Louise McIntosh of Port ing speedy recovery.
Williams spent the weekend at her
borne on South Main street.
Mrs. Warren O. Feyler of Port
land was the weekend guest of her
aSgt. IRobert E. Hillgrove of Fort parents Mr. and Mrs. Austin Day.
McKinley spent the weekend with
Mrs. Clarence Knowlton was hos
Mrs. Hillgrove and his parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Robert D. Hillgrove.
tess last night to Monday Niters,
with high scores going to Mrs. O.
■Oscar E Wishman is confined to B. Brown, Mrs. Fred Vinal. Mrs
hi, home in Owls Head by illness. Austin Huntley and Mrs. Arthur
Bowley, and Mrs. Mildred Achorn
■Mrs. Osmond A. Palmer will en receiving consolation, and Mrs.
tertain Browne Club Friday night, Brown the traveling prize. Next
at her home on Knox street
week's meeting will be with Mrs.
Forest
Hatch.
■Miss Margaret Rogers, a teacher
in Bar Harbor, is at her home on
The W.C.T.U. will meet Friday
Spruce street, recovering from an
afternoon
with Mrs. William Brawn
attack cf the grippe.
Broadway. Important business will
Heil Jackson, son of Mr. and Mrs. be discussed
HBrold E Jackson, Beech street
Mrs. E. L. Brown, who is spend
celebrated his eighth birthday Sat
ing the Winter in St. Petersburg,
urday by entertaining nine of his
Fla., with Mr. Brown, had the mis
friends at luncheon, games and
movies Prizes for “Pinning the fortune to fall oveij the steps at
a frit’ti s home last Thursday
Tai on the Donkey” were won by
BMUce Stratton and Frederick An night, ai d was taken to Mound
derson. Other guests were Brad Park Hospital, where it was found
Sleeper, Allen and Pierre La Oloaec, she nad suffered a broken leg. She
Blll\ McLoon, David Scarlett, Da will be confined there for several
weeks.
vid Bird and Neil Fogg.

Dorothy Lamour, Preston Foster
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AN ENGAGEMENT ANNOUNCED
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Encyclopedia Night
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■Every-Other-Day

Alice M. Gates
G. Stuart McKinnon
Mrs. Doris R. Gates of South Dartmouth. Mass., announces the en
gagement of her daughter. Miss Alice MaJelvn, <o G. Stuart McKinnon,
formerly of this city and son of Mrs. Stuart V. Streut of Providence and
Rockland. Mr. McKinnon joined the Coast Guard Sept. 20, 1939, and has
received two advancements. He is now Seaman 1st Class, attached to
U.S.S. Tahoe, stationed at New Bedford, Mass. No date has been set for
the wedding.
HILLGROVE-CALLAHAN
The Pentecostal Tabernacle was
the scene of a very pretty wedding
when Elder Chester B. Staples unit
ed Emma Louise Callahan and
Herbert J. Hillgrove in marriage
Saturday night.
I Tire young couple were attended
Mrs. Myrtle Callahan and son
Malcolm,
mother and brother of the
...
’
bride; and Mr. and Mrs. Robert D
Hillgrove father and mother of the
groom. Sergeant Robert E. Hillgrove acted as best man. and his
wife, Mrs. Josephine Hillgrove, as
bridesmaid.
The wedding march was played by
Mrs. Elmer Curtis of Ash Point. The
single ring service was used.
( Those present were Mrs. Claienee
, Blood Mr- and Mrs- Raymond Richards- Miss Mary Callahan, Miss Dor
1 oth>' Shaw. Judson Staples, Duane
Howlett, William Pendleton; Mr. and
! Mrs .Malcolm and .^7 .
' Callahan, Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Baseford of Lincolnville, Sergeant Robert
E. Hillgrove of Fort McKinley. Mrs.
Evelyn Drinkwater. Mrs. Elmtr
Curtis and three daughters, Misses
Marion, Eleanor and Gwendolwn
Curtis of Ash Point.
After the ceremony the bride and
groom were taken on a ride through
the city, much to their discomfort.
The groom was caught by Judsen Staples and Sergeant Hillgrove
i as he tiicd to make a ICO-yard dash
j to safety. The wedding party then
; returned home, where wedding cake
and refreshments were served, after
which the young couple left for
Ash Point, where they are guests of
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Curtis.
They will make their home at 107
South Main street for the present.

Educational Club

Variety of Topics Inter
ested Listeners Ot the
Opening Meeting
The first regular meeting of the
Educational Club was held in the
_
. Army
.
.hall
,, rfor ,1940-41
n.n .. _ .
Grand
Fnday afternoon. In the absence of
Ma'ble Harding, secretary and
Zaida Winslow treasurer, Cora Hara
den was elected treasurer and
Hazel Woodward secretary pro tern.
Emma Bradstreet £ipcke on the
war situation and gave a very in
teresting book on the conditions in
Spain, the causes and effect of
that war. Mrs. Sanborn spoke
on the situation in Washington and
Mrs. Sleeper if England wins the
war.
Mrs. Eunice May Tilson of
Thomaston gave a very interesting
paper on the life and characteristics of the author "Thoreau". She
has been a reader cf his bocks
for 10 years. Knowing him through
his writings. He loved solitude and
hated women. Much of his time
was spent livirg near to nature
roaming the woods and wading
the brooks, always in search of
material for the wonderful writ
ings he has left.
Mrs. W. O. Fuller, a life member
ar.d club poet, gave an author’s
reading of unpublished poems. She
not only puts her lovely thoughts
into words but has a veiy effective
way of presenting them to others.
Among the poems read was cne—
“England'' which we were permit
ted to have published.
ENGLAND
Same remember Englnnd
As homeland cf the bluebells;
Some remember England s
Shores filled with rocky dells.
Where cuckoos cry at eventide
And skylarks warble In the sky.
But I remember England
With love light In my eye;
My mother's mother there was born
My father’s father flr.-t saw morn
In sunny England; and my dreams
For future happiness and cheer
Is home in England all the year
But what has come to England now?
Heartless, cruel, tierce and bold.
The Nazi with their vicious speed
Have sworn to ruin, crash and hold
Proud England In the.r grip of creed.
Can we with hearts that cloak red
blood
Sit Idly by and feel no shame?
Alas, we're late for best CtefCBse,
The nobler part was curs to play
Long we've tarried with cruel delay
While England's grandeur built for
t me
Has perished through this vengeful
crime
Some wav. some how with courage
sublime
Right will master this futile decline,
And again will free the world
From vandals' dastard felony hurled—
On nations whose ltie a.m peace are ,

Becau&e°love of man hn8 been verboten
By German chiefs with human laws
broken.

K. s. F.
Ex-Congressman E. Carl Moran
was the guest speaker of the afternoon, subject “International! Situation as I See It;' He said, repeatedly “I am quoting no one,
these are my own Ideas.” He felt
we should help England as we
have been helping her by sending
war materials, but when it came
to sending cur cwn ships to be
sunk and the your.g manhood cf
America to be sent to the bottom
of the ocean, he cculdn t agree.
He gave two points we should be
guided by: Do nothing to interfere
with our Democracy; keep United
States cut of war.
By this time we were all fam
ished, knowing what a delicious
supper was awaiting us in the din
ing hall, prepared by Mrs. Alden
Ulmer and her assistants.
This was our guest night, so in
spite of bad traveling cur husbands
and friends were waiting to enjoy
wi:h us, baked beans, ham. salads,
hot rolls, cream pies, cakes and
coffee.
We as a club were regretful of
the resignation cf cur treasurer
Zaida Winslow. She has been a
very faithful, efficient eflker.
At the meeting there were pres
ent: four members who had at
tended all picnics, a charter mem
ber and two life members. Many
were absent on account of sickness
and bad travelling.
Dr. Francis Bailey, former Ver
mont State Education Commission
er. now principal cf Gorham Nor
mal School spoke on “Present
Trends in Education.” The time
would come when government
would pay for adult education;

school thculd teach how to use
leisure time wisely: ycurg people
must learn, “it is honorable to have
dirty hands." Vocational schools
should be more plentiful; teachers
should be beiter trained more care
fully selected and paid more salary.
Religion should be taught in the
schools to a greater extent.
Open forum fcllcwed.
Elder
Geoige Woodward spoke on conditions of the world today and reUgicus education in the s^hdbl and
in the heme.
Rev. (J. V. Overman of Rockport
Baptist Church gave a scripture
reading which contained much food
for deep thinking.
H. D. W.

Rockland. Jan. 16
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
I was interested to read' about
the Milo I4.YA. project and I
wonder how many people realize
what is being done in Rockland* by
the N.Y.A.? Its value to our own
community ?
Lets take the January work
period fcr example. The payroll
in all branches, three projects,
clerical workers, federal archives
and student aid, totalled for one
month around $1239 42. This is
dollars and cents to be expended
in cur shops, to’ our merchants.
jjet>s
over
varjous actlvi
..
,
, .
, .
tles and see what work is being
done, what these young men and
women do Dor the city, their pay
ccming frcm N.Y_A.

Community Building
Four gills work In the Chamber
of Commerce. The Chamber would
have to be closed just now, (on ac
count of Mrs. Savage's illness) or
a paid worker employed, if those
girls were not available.
One girl helps Mr. Flanagan in
the custodians office, clerical work
answering telephone, etc.
One
young man helps the janitor, and
four young men help the custo
dian in athletic activities. Total
paid In one month $215.64.

Public Health Service
Or.e girl has helped Miss Steele
take the physical record of every
pupil in the public schools. She
is assigned to assist Miss Steele in
her work in the city.
Poor Department
Two girls .re helping J. N.
Southard, overseer of tire poor—
clerical work. One girl is employed
‘.n the City Store.

Tax Department
One girl is assisting in the tax
collectors effire.
Mayor’s Office
Three girls worked on the Food
Stamp plan under supervision of
K'gional Director Bernard J.
Miller.
Student Aid: Rockland High
School—12 girls and night boys re
ceive student aid.
Repairs to Community Building,
school buildings and other piublic
buildings ere made by N.Y.A.
boys under direction of supervisors.
There are girls assisting in the
Federal Archives project at the
Pest Office.
Total paid by N.Y.A. for all ac
tivities is $1239.42 for one month.
The foregoing indicates the cash
value for services rendered: the
value to public morale cannot be
estimated.
Anne F. Sncw, Chairman,
N.Y.A. Advisory Board.

RED CROSS INSTITUTE
There will be a meeting of the
i Red Cross chairmen and committee
leaders at the Eastland Hotel, Port' land, Jan. 27-30. Notice of this
' Institute has been sent to Capt.
i Keryn ap Rice, chairman of the
, Knox County Chapter, by air mail,
and he has been asked to arrange
fcr a full attendance. The present
emergency in National Defense reThe Methebesec Club wi.l meet quires that all Red Cross Chapters
F. iday afternoon at 2.30 in the shall be prepared to go into full ac! Tower rocm cf the Community tion on short notice
bui ding. Mis Ethel Lovejoy, Mrs.
It is hoped that members of the
I
„
„• ,
Lcuite Crbetcn, Mrs. Dora Bird. Red Cross and especially committee
members, will realize the great im
Mrs. Maud B.odgett, Mrs,
portance
of their work at this time
( Rose and Mrs. Lenora Cooper will
and
will
work with the chairman
, be hostesses. The papers to be given
, by Mrs. Lowe and Mrs. W.lson to carry out the heavy tasks which
! about "Chinese Religion will be | must bedone at once,
j given by other members cf the c.ub,
New Zealand is using so many
ais>o poetry by Mrs. Josephine Rice,
The exhibition will be under tiie men on defense projects that there
direction of Mils. Annie Stevens is a scarcity or skilled workmen
and Mrs. Vanessa Ccwan.
i to construct needed homes.

BEWARE NOW

OF EPIDEMIC COLDS!
Here's Some Good Time-Tested Advice
With folks all around suffering with
contagious colds, be just as careful
as you can—and you may avoid a
lot of sickness, trouble and worry.
Follow these simple rules of health:
Live normally. Avoid excesses. Eat
simple food. Drink plenty of water.
Keep elimination regular. Beware of
wet feet and drafts. Take some
exercise daily—preferably outdoors.
Get plenty of rest and sleep.
Then use these two time-tested
treatments when needed.
MT TNE FIRST SICN OF M SNIFFLE.
SNEEZE OR NMSML IRRITATION... put a

few drops of Vicks Va-tro-nol up each
nostril right away. This helps to
prevent many colds from develop
ing, because Va-tro-nol is expressly
designed to help Nature’s own
defenses against colds. (If a head
cold causes stuffiness, you’ll find
that a few drops of Va-tro-nol helps
clear the clogging mucus and makes
breathing freer and easier.)

IF A CNEST COLO OR COUGMIM COLO
DEVELOPS (some colds get by all pre
cautions) depend on Vicks VapoRub
to relieve miseries. Rub VapoRubon
throat, chest and back and cover
with a warmed cloth. VapoRub acts
to bring relief 2 ways at once. It
stimulates surface of chest and back
like a wanning poultice. At the same
time it releases helpful medicinal
vapors that are breathed direct into
the irritated air passages.
Both Va-tro-nol and VapoRub
have been tested through years of
use in millions of homes. When you
use these two medicines you are not
experimenting, you are not taking
needless chances. Remember: If the
condition of the cold fails to respond
quickly to treatment—or if more
serious trouble is indicated—call
your family physician right away.
In the meantime be prepared! Get a
bottle of Vicks Va-tro-nol and a jar
of Vicks VapoRub today.
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that that trees a woman. Jes’ idly that the benches on the shady
cal elements in such water system, ary, 1942, and all net rents and Down In St. Pete
listen to it a minute.” I did, and side of the street were only par
giving In detail quantities, size, profits accruing thereafter, and
got the point immediately There tially filled, while those across the
lengths, dates of installation when shall order the net balance due to
There
Are
Female
Trees
First Installment of the known, and specifying the streets, any party to be added to or deduct
j was a generous crop of long pods street were full to overflowing.
While I watched there was a con
and
Female
Upper
Plates,
Bill Introduced By Rep.
hanging from the branches and certed movement in the idle crowd
rights of way and where situated; ed from, the amount to bepaldun“G. H. R.” Is Informed
these pods were evidently filled,
Dwinal of Camden
Sixth: an itemized list of all tools, der said final decree as the case
toward a bench opposite Liggetts
may
be.
All
findings
of
law
and
rather
loosely, with seeds or ker
apparatus, appliances and supplies
St, Petersburg, Fla., Jan. 17
j Drug Store. Two cops appeared
Sec. 10 Authority to purchase;
nels. When the wind blew these
used or usable in supplying water fact by such justice at said hearing Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
suddenly from nowheie, and from
right of eminent domain to take on said 1st day of January, 1942. shall be final.
seeds rattled incessantly.
somewhere
in the distance came
He sat on a green bench near
On payment or tender by said dis
“Clack, clack, clack, and no sense
pirperty of Camden and Rwittand Any expenses Incurred by the Camthe
shriek
of a siren, drawing
the driveway which leads but to to any of it," grinned the old boy
Wate Company. The Knox Wa- ' den and Rockland Water Company trict of the amount so determined
rapidly
nearer.
I had heard these
and the performance of all other the Municipal pier. Maybe he was delightedly, “and that reminds
sirens
often
in
St
Pete, and seen
tc. D strict is hereby authorized in preparing copies of any papers
terms and conditions so imposed by 70 years old, possibly a little me—”
the
sleek,
beautifully
appointed
end empowered to acquire by pur- or other data filed by It In com
the court, the entire plant, property younger. He wore "wash" trousers,
“Feller was telling me the other
hasp or by the exercise of the right pliance with such order of court and franchises of said Card»n and white shoes and a coat sweater, <jay he busted his upper plate and ambulances streaking by, and wont f eminent domain, which right is shall be borne by the water district. Rockland Water Company described His collar was open at the throat couldn't eat nothing. So he writes ! dered at their numbers in this
1 (! eby expressly delegated to said Such orders may be enforced from
■ comparatively small city. Now I
Ditr: t for said purpose, the entire time to time by any justice of said In section 10 shall become vested in and the bald spot under the thin- to sears Roebuck to send him a was about to see one of the reasons
p ant, property, franchises, rights, supreme judicial court, upon mo- said water district, subject to all ning white hair which overlaid it, new set of teeth. He got ’em too, for their frequency.
liens, mortgages and encv«:nbrances was a healthy brown. For some but he couldn't do nothin' with
and privileges tf the Camden and
either Part>such justice
time he had been eyeing me spec ’em. He put ’em in and they I On the bench around which the
Rcckland Water Company, except ma>’ deem reasonable and proper in thereto.ore create I by sa’l water ulatively. Finally he spoke:
crowd mllied and gazed in idle
company Upon such payment or
jiggled considerable. Couldn't keep curiosity, a woman had slumped
in .ts cash assets and accounst re the premises. The sitting Justice
"See that tree over there?—Well, 'em still. So he writes to the com
may upon motion of the petitioner I tender oy said district, th- s-ud
ceivable including all stocks in
just
in case you don't know, that’s pany tellin’ them all about it and i suddenly sideways and her head
make all such decrees as he deems j Camden and Rockland Water Comother companies, lands, waters, wa
had dropped over the seat’s back.
pretty soon he gets a letter back —
reascnable and proper to enable PanY. if 50 requested by said dis a female tree.”
ter right , dam®, structures, reser
Another woman partially supported
It stood near the entrance to the Seems like they’d made a mistake
trict, shall execute and deliver its
voirs, pipes, machinery, fixtures, the petitioner through its servants
her,
afraid to move. From my
quitclaim deed to said district of its pier and I looked it over with i an(j sent him a set of wimmen’s
hydrants, tools and all apparatus and employees to ascertain by ex
elevated
position I could view the
entire plant, property and fran some interest. “I didn’t know plates. Heh, heh, heh.”
and appliances owned by said Com amination or tests the true con
scene
unobstructedly.
The am
chises as described in section 10, in trees have sex," I observed.
I hung around for awhile to see bulance ground to a stop, a
pany. whether the record title dition of the mains and pipes of
"Heh, heh-, he chuckled. "You jf he had any more stories. While
.....~..
water company, externally or 1 order to complete the record title
thereto is cr is not in said Camden
don
t have to know much to know j j waited an acquaintance of his stretcher appeared and two men
and' Rockland “ Wate7* Company•’! internally, in the presence of the , thereof. Either party may file and
carefully raised the woman and
Eaid Camden and Rockland Water ' officers or agents or said waUr .
I---- 1
= ; came up and asked if he had been
laid her on it, assisted by the two
company, the entire expense of ; fating to the premises at any stage equal to not less than 1 nor more 1 to his office that morning. “I policemen. Less than a minute
Company is hereby authorized to
' Z//VET
A5WK CARE MUED ONLY
than 5% of the entire indebtedness shuffled three games ’fore you was
• -il. transfer and convey its fran such examination or tests to be °f the proceedings, and the prolater the ambulance was on its way
\ll
t
OOO
PEOPLE
IN 7HE DRY 77 ME.
created
or
assumed
by
the
district,
up
”
the
old
gentleman
stated
chise dikes and property to said borne by said water district. The ceedings shall not be discontinued
to a hcspital. Tlie whole occurance
which
sum
shall
be
turned
into
a
triumphantly,
“
But
I
still
got
time
Water District. All said franchises said appraisers shall have the power except upen consent of both parties,
hadn’t taken five minutes.
A GREAT PART OF OUR STREET LIGHTING
sinking fund and there kept to pro- to tend to any propositions you
and properties shall be taken sub to compel the attendance of wit- I Tf a vacancy occurs at any Time
When I reached the street level
WAS INSTALLED 25 YEARS AGO, IT IS OBSOLETE
said board of appraisers from vide for the extinguishment of such might have in mind—”
ject t all bonds, mortgages, liens, nesses and the production of all
Jjl
a
moment
later,
the
crowd
had
dis

FEW OF OUR MOST MODERN HIGHWAYS
indebtedness. Tlie money set aside
I watched them amble off up
and encumbrances thereon, all of bocks, accounts and papers perti- anV cause .such sitting justice, or
persed.
People
had
resumed
sitting
ARE LIGHTED AT ALL- AFTER DARK
case of his inability to act, any for the sinking fund shall be devot- the street bound for the Shuffle- in the sun, and the scene had re- J
which b.;nu.-. mortgages, liens and nent to the issue and necessary to
THEY'RE 25 YEARS OUT OF DATE
c cumbi antes shah be assumed and! a ful1 understanding by them of Jus“ce °f said court appointed by ed to the retirement of the obiiga- board Club and then I, too. wan- turned to normal once more. I j
paid by the said Knox Water Dis- 1 the matter in question, and may the chief justice may after notice tions of the district or invested in dered off up toward Central saw no reason why I should ask '
administer oaths; and any witness an^ hearing, appoint a new ap- such securities as savings banks are Avenue.
t’ict.
what had happened and no one :
j i had lost a tooth from my own
pralser or appraisers and make all allowed to hold.
atcUnpou>R
Sec. 11 Method of acquiring the or person In charge of said books,
told
me. It was merely an inci- |
4. If any surplus remains at the plate that morning and I drifted
such orders for hearing said cause
pi pertie , of Camden and Rockland accounts and papers refusing to atend of the year, it may be divided into the National Bank building at dent of an average day in this city
Water Company. In case said trus tend or to produce the same shall by the appraisers, anew or for any
between the municipalities accept- the corner of Central and Fifth, in crowded with elderly vacationists,
tees fail to agree with said Camden be subject to the same penalty and ) extension of time for making their
BUSINESS BEFORE PLEASURE
ing this act and so composing the search of a dental supply house. I and when I glanced through the
Getting Into Radio Work
and Rockland Water Company proceedings so far as applicable as I awards or otherwise, as the ciralways well filled column of deaths
district
in
the
same
proportions
as
found
an
agent
for
a
Tampa
firm
Ambitious girls who have set their
One of the cot respondents back
upon the terms of purchase of the witnesses summoned to attend the . cumstances of the case may require,
each contributed to the gross earn- on the sixth floor, and after I had in the morning paper on the fol hearts on getting into radio work
supreme
judicial
court.
Depositions
i
Nothing
herein
contained
shall
pre

from Europe brought a story which
above mentioned property on or be
may be taken as in civil actions.
j elude said district from acquiring ings of the district’s water system, ordered a tooth and learned that lowing day, I did not know are advised by nigh-up executives
fore the 1st day of January, 1942,
whether or not one of the names in the leading radio networks, “don’t he says was censored when he tried
The report of the stenographers [ said properties from said Camden and, in order that these proportions there were 37 dentists in St Pete
said District through Its board of
may be readily determined, all and not a single supply house, I i listed there was tire name of the leave home, forget the big city.” to send it.
trustees aforesaid Is hereby author apointed by the appraisers, certi and Rockland Water Company at
They are advised to stay where
During one of Churchill’s appear
moneys received for water in eacn stood before two windows and woman I had seen carried off.
ized to take all of said plant ,prop- fied by said appraisers as correct, any time by mutual agreement.
they are and sell themselves to their ances In Parliament, a member got
G
H
R.
Sec. 12. Authority to contract of said municipalities shall be en- looked down into the street below,
nearest radio station, however
trty and franchises, subject how shall be filed with the award to be
for
municipal supply: all valid con tered In separate accounts so that while I waited for the elevator to
small-time it may be. And the ex up and demanded that Churchill ex
made
by
said
appraisers
and
ever to all mortgages, liens and enthe total amount thereof can .be come and get me.
ecutives prove this by citing the plain why the R AF. did not bomb
‘Thanks lor Buck*
< umbrance.s thereon as stated In shall be legal evidence of all pro tracts to be assumed. Said water
easily ascertained.
j Below me the llat expanse of the
Frank Vance of Alturas, Calif., I cases of Kathryn Cravens, the Le- Berlin citizens as well as German
section 10, as und for public uses, ceedings so reported. The apprais district is hereby authorized to
Sec. 15 Incidental rights and city stretched away as far as I had tramped all day without sighting j Brun Sisters, Phyllis Creore, Ade military objections.
by a petition therefor in the man ers so appointed shall after notice make contracts with the said city
The Prime Minister replied “I as
All incidental could see, and right under my eyes a deer. As he started for home, laide Hawly and many others, all
ner as hereinafter provided, where and hearing, fix the valuation of and towns or any municipal cor powers granted.
he saw a large buck, but quite a dis of whom have developed from home sure you nothing would give me
rights,
powers
and
privileges
necesCentral
Avenue
and
the
heart
of
poration
therein
for
the
purpose
of
in said water company and its said plant property and franchi^s
tance away. He fired ar.d the deer town talent to national radio re
mortgagees shall be parties de at what they are fairly and equit supplying water as contemplated by sary to the accomplishment of the the business section spread out like fell. Vance was tired and he rest pute. And as one known radio star greater satisfaction than to instruct
fendant; and said Water District ably worth, so that said water com this act, and the said city and towns main object herein set forth are a panorama in the sun. Rows of ed occasionally as he went to get the puts it, “to succeed in radio, you the RAF. to bomb the Wilhelmstrasse. but, unfortunately, with me,
through its trustees is hereby au pany shall receive just compensa by their proper officers or any granted to the public municipal parked automobiles lined the curbs buck. But the animal was gone. In need to practice it tirelessly, to love
it
devotedly
and
to
watch
it
like
a
corporation
hereby
created.
'and
the
famous
green
benches
business
comes before pleasure ”
municipal
corporation
in
said
city
stead,
there
was
a
note:
“
Thanks
thorized at any time after said 1st tion for all the same. The 1st day
hawk.
”
tor
the
buck.
”
(To
be
continued)
‘
were
jammed
with
people.
I
noted
K S. F
or
towns
by
its
proper
officers,
is
day of January. 1942, and before the of January. 1942, shall be. the date
hereby
authorized
to
enter
into
a
1.1 day of July ,1942, to file a peti as of which the valuations afore
tion in the clerk's office of the su said shall be fixed and from which contract with said district for a
preme judicial court for the county date interest on said award, over supply of water for public uses on
.-.m.-.-.-.-zeKSMzAof Knox, addressed to any Justice and above the amount of all mort- such terms and for such time as the
cf the said court, who after due gages, liens and encumbrances' Parties may agree .which contract
made shall be legal and b.ndncti e to said Camden and Rock thereon assumed by said district
land Water Company and Its mort- 35 of “W date shall run. at the ing on all parties thereto, and said
gagee.s, shall after hearing and rate of 4% per year, and all net city or towns or any municipal cor
within 60 days alter the filing of rents and profits accruing there poration therein for said purposes
said petition, appoint 3 dislnterest- after shall belong to said water may raise money in the same man
i
ner as for other municipal charges.
ed appraisers, none ol whom shall district.
All
valid
contracts
now
existing
be

The report of said appraisers or
be residents of the county of Knox,
1 of whom shall be a member of the a majority of them shall be filed in tween said Camden and Rcckland
public utilities commission of the the office of the clerk of the su Water Company and any persons,
state cf Maine, and 1 of whom preme judicial court for the coun corporations or municipal corpora
shall be conversant with hydraulic ty of Kncx, within 4 months after tions for supplying water shall be
er.gineeiing by education, training their appointment, unless the time assumed and carried out by said
cr previzu' experience, for the pur ls extended by the court for cause, Kncx Water District provided at
THE SMOKE OF SLOWER-BURNING CAMELS GIVES YOU
pose of fixing the valuation of the and such single justice, or in the tested copies of said contracts
plant, property and franchises of case of his inability to act, any jus shall have been duly filed by said
tice of said court appointed by the company in accordance with the
raid water company.
Said petition partaking as it does chief justice may after notice and order of the court as herein pro
cf the principles of equity may be hearing confirm or reject the same, vided.
Sec. 13. Authority to borrow
entered en the equity side of the or recommit it if justice requires;
money.
For accomplishing the
docket, and said petition shall not and in case of such rejection or re
purposes
of
this act, said water dis
be dismissed after filing except by committal such justice may order a
trict
through
its trustees is author
consent of both parties but may new hearing and a new report
ized to borrow money temporarily
and shall be amended in any man thereon, if justice so requires.
Upon the confirmation of said and to issue therefor the negotiable
ner required to enable the court
ta make all necessary decrees there report, the award of the apprais notes of the district, and for the
cn. At the hearing afcresaid, or at ers shall be conclusive as to valua purpose of refunding the indebted
any time during the proceedings, tion, and the court so sitting shall ness so created, for paying any
such justice, upon motion ol the thereupon, after hearing, make necessary expenses and liabilities
petitioner, may order, if the same final decree upon the entire matter, incurred under the provisions of
are not voluntarily produced, under moulding application of the pur this act. including the expenses in
proper terms, the production in chase money, if so requested and curred in the creation of a district;
ccurt for tlie inspection of the pe the transfer of property and fran in acquiring the properties and
titioner all the books and papers chises, Jurisdiction over which is franchises of said Camden and
pertinent to the issues to be heard hereby conferred, and with the Rockland Water Company by pur
by said appraisers, the terms and power to enforce said decree as in chase or otherwise, of assuming
i >: diti ns of so producing or filing equity cases. The Justice making and paying all mortgages, liens, and
said bocks and papers to be deter- such final decree shall, upon re encumbrances thereon as provided
ni. ned by the justice in his order quest of either party, make sepa in sections 10 and 11, of securing
therefor, and to be enforced from rate findings of law and fact. All sources of supply, taking water and
time to time as any Justice of the findings of fact by said court shall land, paying damages, laying pipes,
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
supreme judicial court, upon motion be final, but either party aggrieved constructing, maintaining and op
of cither party, may deem reason- may take exceptions as to any rul erating a water plant and making
brands tested—less than any of them—according to
abe and proper in the premises. At ing of law so made, the same to be renewals, extensions, additions and
such hearing such justice upon mo accompanied only by so much of improvements to the same, and
independent laboratory tests of the smoke itself
tion of the petitioner may fix a the case as may be necessary to a protecting the water shed, the said
time at which said water company clear understanding of the ques water district through its trustees
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